
  

 

“This bike and this body will still get me there 

If I keep them both in good repair 

No, they can‟t take away my bicycle license, 

I‟ll ride until my days are through. 

I‟m a bicycle man, 

It‟s true that you never forget. 

I‟m a bicycle man. 

My traveling days are not over yet.” 

 

     David LaMotte, ―Bicycle Man‖ 
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July 28, 2007 

Hello David, Deanna and the other members of the PEG team, 

   I have an exciting idea that I would like to share with you: 

I have seen David play several times in Montreat and Black Mountain 

over the past 6 years or so, and, being on the work crew staff at Wk4 of 

Montreat last year, I had a chance to speak with you for some time 

about this and that.  I daresay that the only immediately memorable 

thing about me is that I am very tall, so I do not expect you to remem-

ber the conversation…Your tendency to use something about which 

you are passionate, like music and language, as a tool for change and 

influence in Guatemala is truly inspiring. I think it serves as a good ex-

ample of how to make the most out of those things in life we love, pay-

ing it forward in a way that is the most helpful and inspiring for others. 

I have been wondering for sometime how I might do the same with my 

passion for cycling and the wilderness. Ihave considered this for several 

summers and it is now clear to me what I can do: 

Next summer I would like to bicycle across Canada to raise money for 

PEG. 

I have a passion for road bike touring, having done several multi-day 

tours before, and to cycle across Canada has been a dream of mine for 

the longest time.  My fundraising goal for this trip is to raise between 

10 and 15 thousand dollars for PEG by the time I start the trip next 

June, 2008...I am extremely excited about this idea and I was hoping 

PEG would be interested in teaming up with me to make this happen... 

Does this sound like something you and PEG would be interested in 

talking more about? I would love to hear your thoughts on the idea…I 

hope your summer has been refreshing and that we will be able to 

work together this coming year. 

Yours, 

Eric Keen 

Melbourne, FL 
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Most pictures by Jason & Eric (a few from their parents and David LaMotte) 

All journal excerpts and pictures were recorded on the day of riding under which they are shown.   

While they inspired us and helped us greatly, we do not officially represent any of the non-profits, 

publications, or businesses mentioned in this book. 
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A LOT OF TIME, ENERGY, PAIN, FEAR, JOY AND TRIUMPH ARE  
involved in a cycling adventure.  The same could be said for a big fund-
raiser.  The chief purpose of this book is recounting all that goes into 
and comes out of the improbable combination of the two.  And while it 
may be true that joining the two escapades only compounds all those 
tumultuous emotions, they also serve to bolster each other:  there’s some-
thing about the peculiar insanity of an ambitious bike tour that inspires 
people to donate, and there’s something about knowing that your pedal 
strokes are producing more than just fatigue and mileage that no energy 
bar can match.  But in 2007, when we were formulating the idea for this 
project, and only knew that we wanted to do a major cycling tour across 
a large country, we were very uncomfortable with how “pointless” and 
“useless” [words we used then] it would be.  After all, we are young and 
privileged men in urgent times; could we do anything more unhelpful 
and self-serving than go on a bike ride?   
 
Make no mistake: adventure for its own sake can usually be justified.  
Any journey in and of itself is inherently meaningful.  But I wager — 
and this was the basic premise of the entire project — that with some 
creativity and concern, an adventure can also be a contribution, that a 
life comes to be so much more than itself when you make sure your own 
story does not stand alone.   
 
This project required all kinds of faith: faith that we deserved David’s 
trust, faith that we could raise the money, faith that people would actu-
ally donate their money, faith that our bodies and gear were up to the 
journey, faith that our friendship was up to it too, and finally faith that 
most strangers, in fact, are heroes, if only given the chance to be.  And, 
indeed, the journey tested each of these convictions rigorously.  Above 
all else, it was an exercise in putting ourselves “out there,” placing the 
deepest and often most frail parts of our selves on the chopping block of 
experience, and seeing if they could hold up to what may come. 
 
Field studies in hope. 
 
When we arrived back on the east coast, after a year of fundraising and 
well over a month on the bike, we were pleased to find ourselves more 
or less vindicated, with much of our faith still standing, even given a 
certain depth.   But more importantly, with this depth came some form, 
an awareness of how complicated the ideas of success, hope, faith, 
friendship, adventure, contribution and purpose really are.   
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"Don't just ask what the world needs.  
   Ask what makes you  c o m e   a l i v e  

                   and then  g o   and  d o   i t ,  

      because what the  

        w o r l d  n e e d s  

            is people  

                                       who have   
                                     c o m e   a l i v e." 
        
           - Howard Thurman 

 It’s  been over a year since we walked away from this ride and all that 
went into it.  The school we set out to build has been built.  Classes are 
being held there as I write, as you read.  PEG continues to build schools 
and change lives, and they still need your support. 
 
This bike ride was a dream come true, and through it generations of 
children will be given the chance to realize some dreams of their own.  
Yes.  Adventure and Contribution certainly can do much, regardless of 
form or scale.   After all, in the end all we did was go on a bike ride.  
        
 

        - Eric      
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“The only people for me are the mad ones,  

the ones who are mad to  l i v e,  

mad to  t a l k, mad to be  s a v e d,  

desirous of everything  at the same time,  

the ones who never yawn or say  
a commonplace thing,  

 but  burn, burn, b u r n,  
like fabulous yellow roman  
candles exploding  
like spiders across the stars  
and in the middle you  

see the blue center-light  p o p  

and everybody goes  ‘Awww!’” 
   
     Jack Kerouac 
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CAN YOU DEFINE PURPOSE?  The very question itself could claim a 

lifetime, and it surely has in days past.  A search for relevance or mean-

ing can be maddening... Shots in the dark from wherever to wherever 

else.  Nobody has an answer, and nobody ought to.  The journey, as they 

say, is the destination.   

 

I like to think that such a question is merely misunderstood.  What if it’s 

more of a challenge?  What if that question requires us not to sit still and 

simply speak an answer, but to stand, go, and do?  What if “define” lit-

erally means to distinguish or set apart?  To give contrast to the nega-

tive, form to the shapeless, or life to the lifeless?  The idea gives me 

chills.   

 

Can you stand up in the face of wrong and move to make it right?  Can 

you look into a void and create something?  Can you look into despair 

and strike it down under the enormous weight of hope?  Can you define 

purpose?  I believe that you can. 

         

        - Jason  
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C A N A D A    C R O S S I N G   ‘08 

3-MINUTE PRESENTATION SCRIPT 

Version 11.23.07 

INTRODUCTION 

Hello, and thank you for having me.   

My long-time friend Eric Keen and I are supporters of a non-profit organiza-

tion named PEG, an acronym in Spanish that means Guatemalan School 

Project.  This NGO raises money and awareness for improving schools in 

Guatemala.   

 

EDUCATION IN GUATEMALA 

The education system in Guatemala is very different from that of America.  

The government usually only pays for the teacher’s salaries, and that’s it. 

That means no funding for facilities, or books.  I’ll repeat: No funding for 

textbooks. And only rarely is there funding for lunch for the children. 

 

PEG Partners 

PEG is an organization that funds locally initiated projects to build, improve, 

outfit and renovate school buildings and libraries.  100% of donations go 

directly to projects in Guatemala, unless otherwise specified.  The mission 

of PEG resonates strongly with us.  We believe that one way do justice to the 

precious opportunity of life is to use what already fulfills us to make a posi-

tive change in the world.  This to us is the most beautiful way to live. 

PEG is an organization that was founded along these lines.  Its founders, 

David and Deanna LaMotte from North Carolina, love playing music and 

teaching children.  They have used these passions to make direct, positive 

and significant changes in several schools in Guatemala, and we have been 

inspired by this. 
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THE RIDE 

Our personal passion is cycling.  We love bikes, and we love education.  

Learning and teaching, through academics and relationship-building.  We 

plan to direct these passions in a similar way that David and Deanna 

LaMotte have. 

To raise money for Guatemalan schools, we are riding our bikes across Can-

ada in the summer of 2008.  This will be an unsupported, fast-paced ride 

across about 3,800 miles, and we hope to do it in 40 days or less.  I am 

sure the trip will be full of unexpected challenges and memorable experi-

ences.   

This money will be used by the village of Chacaya to construct a school 

building for their community.   135 of the children in this small village are 

currently without a permanent building in which to meet for school.  Accord-

ing to current plans and estimates, approximately $20,000 should provide 

this disadvantaged community with a safe, permanent place to send over 

135 children to learn and prepare for a successful future.  It is our hope to 

raise the entire amount necessary for the school.  $20,000. 

.   
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HOW YOU CAN HELP 

You can donate easily by visitng our website, which is 

www.canadacrossing08.org.  Again, that’s www.canadacrossing08.org.  

There are also addressed payment envelopes for cash or check payments 

available at the… 

If you do decide to donate, first of all, THANK YOU, you are supporting a 

great cause.  But second, please be sure to stipulate how much of your do-

nation you would like to go directly to school projects in Guatemala, and 

how much you would like to go towards offsetting the costs of our ride next 

summer.  We expect those costs to sum up to be about $5400. If we raise 

more than we need for these administration costs, that money will of course 

go to the Chacaya School Project. 

 

HOW ELSE YOU CAN HELP 

 We accept non-monetary donations as well.  Gear or equipment do-

nations or loans, as well as business sponsorships, can help immensely. We 

also ask that you share our story with others by directing them to our pro-

ject’s website: www.canadacrossing08.org. Again, that’s 

www.canadacrossing.org. 

Here you will find more about how to donate, our motivations, the ride, PEG, 

our equipment needs, the estimated expenses, and our contact information.   

 

CONCLUSION 

 3800 miles to raise $20,000 for over 135 children.  We see this as 

an invaluable opportunity to unite our interests and the compassion of 

those we know and love to make serious improvements in the community of 

Chacaya, and we are asking you to donate what you can to help us meet our 

fundraising goal. 

We invite you to keep up with us by keeping in touch through our website.  

Thank you all for your time.  

http://www.canadacrossing08.org/
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THE CHACAYA PRONADE SCHOOL BUILDING PROJECT 

 

Chacaya is a small village of 70 families on the shores of Lake Atitlan 

in Guatemala.  The people there, mostly Maya/Tzutujil, grow up speak-

ing their indigenous Tzutujil language, and are therefore limited in 

their prospects, since the language of commerce and education in Gua-

temala is Spanish. They make their living as subsistence farmers, 

mostly growing beans and corn.  Their average income is about $2 a 

day.  Often this salary is used to maintain families of eight children or 

more. 

 

 

The village is in a beautiful part of Guatemala, near a huge volcanic lake. 

In 2004 a committee of community parents opened the Chacaya 

Pronade School with a vision to educate children with little economic 

resources and to broaden their future opportunities. There is no en-

trance fee for students, which is relatively rare among Guatemalan 

schools. Last year 117 children attended the Pronade school and this 

year 135 children are currently enrolled.  The school currently teaches 

grades kindergarten through 4th grade and is hoping to expand. 

Classes currently meet in a makeshift school on a rented plot of land. 

Just last year, the Santiago-based Sharing the Dream Organization 

(www.sharingthedream.org) raised q35,000 ($4,700 USD) to purchase a 

plot of land for a permanent  home for the Pronade school.  The Cha-

caya community donated a further q5, 000 for the plot of land.  The 

community is very thankful and excited to begin work on a new perma-

nent home for the Pronade school of Chacaya. 

 

http://www.sharingthedream.org/
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The current school building in Chacaya.  Left: Deanna getting a tour. Center: The 

school kitchen. Right: The school’s classroom.  

 

Building a school on the purchased plot of land will be a formidable 

challenge.  Before construction can begin, a retaining wall must be 

built along the steeply sloping lands.  This retaining wall will cost 

roughly $10,000 USD, or approximately q80,000.  This may equal the 

cost of constructing the rest of school.  According to current plans and 

estimates, $20,000 should provide over 135 students the opportunity 

to learn to read, write and speak Spanish, and secure a permanent 

educational institution in this small disadvantaged Guatemalan com-

munity.  PEG Partners (www.pegpartners.org) and Sharing the Dream 

were excited to welcome our vision of biking across Canada in the sum-

mer of 2008 to raise money for this project, and we are certainly ex-

cited to work with them.  It is our hope to raise the entire amount nec-

essary for the school (www.canadacrossing08.org). 

 

 

The new school site, on a very steep hillside.  Center: Reviewing plans  

for the new school building. 
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The Riders 
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(Not a rider, but without him, 
there would have been no ride.) 
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W E D N E S D A Y ,  N O V E M B E R  2 8 ,  2 0 0 7  

The Adventure Begins...  
Greetings, one and all! Our sincerest thanks for your patronage to this 

blog, and keeping up with all the preparations for our trip. For those of you 

who haven't checked out our Official Website, you'll find much much more 

on the actual project, our motivations, and the change we are trying to 

make at www.canadacrossing08.org. 

 

But here's a quick overview of why we have this blog: We are two people in 

love with cycling, education, and life; the idea that the things we love can 

be used to make a significant positive change in the world is an idea to 

which we are devoting the next year of our lives. We are seeking to raise 

$20,000 for building a school in the village of Chacaya in Guatemala, 

through the great non-profit organization PEG (Proyecto para las Escuelas 

Guatemaltecas, or the Guatemalan School Project). 3,800 miles to raise 

$20,000 to build a school for 135 Mayan children. 

 

If this project resonates with you, we hope you consider supporting us! By 

donating (directions on how to do so at our website), asking questions, 

commenting on this blog, or emailing us. 

 

We will use this blog to announce milestones in our journey before the ac-

tual journey, i.e. fundraising updates, reflections on our goal and our pur-

pose, funny stories from our training rides and fundraising efforts, etc. We 

will update and keep it interesting as often as possible! 

 

Best wishes, 

Eric "Spoke-legs" Keen and Jason "Pedal wrench" Haney   

FROM THE BLOG 

The  SCHOOL - RAISING 

http://canadacrossing08.blogspot.com/2007/11/adventure-begins.html
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First Donations Received!  
 

Howdy! 

 

David LaMotte, the co-founder of PEG, a talented singer/songwriter from 

North Carolina, a dedicated peace activist and good friend, officially 

kicked off our fundraising initiative with a concert at Sewanee (Eric's col-

lege in Tennessee) on Friday, Nov. 16th. The Good news: The concert was 

beautiful, fun and loved by all who attended. The Great News: By the end 

of the concert, we had collected our first round of donations that will go 

directly toward the building a school in the Guatemalan village of Chacaya:  

          $31 !!!! 

 

 

FROM THE BLOG 

http://canadacrossing08.blogspot.com/2007/11/first-donations-received.html
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David, Jason and I were ecstatic to receive the charter donations to this ef-

fort and make this project a reality. So begins the ambitious fundraising 

campaign to give $20,000 of help towards Guatemalan schools. Let this be 

the beginning of a successful charity drive! 

 

Which will be more difficult: riding our bikes across Canada at an average 

rate of 100 miles per day, or meeting our fundraising goal? Leave the first 

challenge for us to overcome, but you can help us with the second!  
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New Year's Update  
Hey Everybody, Eric and Jason here! (Eric is typing, Jason is on the phone 

with Eric, helping him figure out what to write to you).  It's been a long and 

eventful January, I hope you all are doing well.  We spent these winter 

days getting the ball rolling on fundraising for the Chacaya School Project. 

As of mid-January, our fundraising total passed the $500 mark! A bit of a 

slow start, but a start nonetheless! We fully expect to pick up the momen-

tum in these coming weeks.  David LaMotte payed a visit to Guatemala 

earlier this month, and reported back that the Chacaya village was over-

joyed to hear of this project. It meant the world to them that friends and 

family in the States are thinking about their corner of the world. The school 

year just started down there; about 140 children are attending school in 

the makeshift "building" at the moment; if all goes well with this fundrais-

ing effort, this may be the last year they spend in that structure. 

 

TRAINING UPDATE: Things are going well for Jason down in sunny Florida. 

He's transitioning the focus of his training more towards distance and en-

durance rather than the usual power training. He's currently signed up for 

a 6-hour solo mountain bike ride on Sun. Feb. 17th, which is sure to be 

tiring. He's riding around on his brand-spanking new Trek XO2 cyclocross 

bike with some modifications to suit our journey across Canada this sum-

mer. Eric, being in frigid foggy Sewanee, TN, is keeping busy running and 

biking whenever the sun decides to come out. He's been enjoying the com-

fort of his recently purchased bike, a custom Serotta Cour d'Acier. When 

asked how his new bike felt during a ride, Eric was quoted to respond, "It 

felt like riding a peaceful sea turtle through the clouds at sunset." You see, 

Eric is a tall guy, and has never owned a bike that fit him until now. A fit-

ting bike is a necessity for a Cross-Canada ride.  

FROM THE BLOG 

http://canadacrossing08.blogspot.com/2008/01/new-years-update.html
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We'll keep working from our end of this project, and we hope you will con-

tinue to support us by spreading the word and looking for donation re-

sources these next few weeks. The most important part of the fundraising 

effort at this stage in the year is to get the word out, to spread the news of 

our project and what it is for to as many people. 

 

The more people, the more ideas, the more support. 

  

We encourage you to send out our website information and blogspot URL to 

your friends and family! 

 

Best wishes, 

E & J  

Great news! We've surpassed the four-digit 
threshold! Current fundraising total is 

 

FROM THE BLOG 

$2,065! 

(we don't know who this guy is, but we respect him. And he was  never seen again...) 
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While it is great, we realize that we have a long way to go before we reach 

$20,000. We’d like to reach this goal before the start of our ride – June 

23rd! … If you have already sent in your donation, we can’t thank you 

enough. If you are still planning to give, we invite to do so soon; our interim 

goal is to raise $10,000 by April 15th!  

 

P.S. David and our project made the Bismark Tribune newspages! Check it 

out: 

http://www.bismarcktribune.com/articles/2008/03/03/news/

local/149706.txt 

http://www.bismarcktribune.com/articles/2008/03/03/news/local/149706.txt
http://www.bismarcktribune.com/articles/2008/03/03/news/local/149706.txt
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Musician seeks to make a difference 

REBECCA SCHNEIDER Bismarck Tribune | Posted: Sunday, March 2, 2008

 

 

David LaMotte loves his job. No surprise, considering it involves traveling the 

world and writing and performing folk guitar music. The surprise is, come Janu-

ary, he'll give it all up. 

LaMotte lived the past 17 years as a professional musician. His beginning was 

humble, playing in smoky bars to the backs of people's heads while they looked 

the other way - at the TV. Slowly, people started turning around. 

Listen to music from LaMotte at the bottom of the story. 

A few thousand concerts and 10 CDs later, his fan base spans the globe. He has 

even founded a nonprofit organization with his wife called P.E.G. Partners, which 

works with Guatemalan schools to improve learning environments. 

It was a tolerable run, at any rate. 

Soon, LaMotte will be heading back to school. He is pursuing a master's degree in 

peace studies at the University of Queensland, Australia, through a Rotary World 

Peace Fellowship. But not before his first, and last, visit to North Dakota as a 

professional musician. 

Appearances include a workshop at 11 a.m. Thursday at the University of Mary 

called "World Changing 101," a private house concert Friday and a children's pro-
gram at the Bismarck Public Library on Saturday. The workshop and library pro-

gram are free and open to the public. 

"Music is a language that I speak - the gifts that music has given to me are innu-

merable and huge. I don't intend to stop playing," LaMotte said. "I'll stop perform-

ing." 

Between touring the world and founding P.E.G. Partners, LaMotte managed to 

visit all but five states. North Dakota remained neglected until University of Mary 

professor and longtime friend Jamie Ridenhour began planning in August to 

bring LaMotte north. 

"One of the reasons I wanted to bring him to campus is I think he's got some-

thing to share with people: the idea that individual people can make a positive 

influence on the world. That seems an important enough thng to spend an hour 

on," Ridenhour said. 

He first met LaMotte 15 years ago in Asheville, N.C., where he had traveled pri-

marily to become a folk singer. Ridenhour ultimately chose to pursue a career in 

academia instead of music. He said hearing about LaMotte's plan to retire from 

music was a bit surprising. 
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"It's not like his musical career wasn't going well. It's probably the pinnacle of his 

career. … I don't think (music) defines who he is, but it is the most obvious mark 

of his soul in the world. And not just his music, but the effect of his music on oth-

ers," Ridenhour said. 

There was a time when LaMotte thought his career would be over much sooner. 

About a decade into his career, LaMotte experienced a medical crisis similar to a 

stroke that left him semi-paralyzed and without the ability to speak. It happened 

while he was on tour in Texas and only lasted a few hours, but caused him to ex-

perience a shift in focus. 

"When that was all over and I was able to reflect on the fact that my hands and 
voice had been taken away and given back, I felt some sort of mandate. I thought, 

'OK, so these were given back. What are you going to do with them?'" LaMotte 

said. 

The easy answer was to continue to make music. 

But LaMotte could not stop there. For him, the goal continues to be making the 
world better, if even for one person. He says it is not about fixing the world. It is 

about changing it. LaMotte says that individuals are not powerless. 

Evidence of this are Eric Keen, 22, Malabar, Fla., and Jason Haney, 21, Mel-

bourne, Fla. The two plan to bicycle west to east across Canada June 21 through 

July 31 to raise funds for P.E.G. Partners. 

"The connecting factor between what we are doing and what he has done and is 

doing is the translation of life-passions into positive change. Music is not sup-

posed to actively build schools. Bike riding is not supposed to directly fund the 

purchase of textbooks, desks, etc., but because of David's work in connecting his 

music to real-world change, we were able to attempt the same with bike riding," 

Haney said. 

"I think we dumb it down when we tell our kids 'you can do anything.' I think 

what's stopping most of us is our beliefs in limitations that don't exist," LaMotte 

said. 

The Thursday workshop, "World Changing 101," will be held at 11 a.m. in Heskett 

Hall. Subjects include the civil rights and peace movements and stories from 
LaMotte's teaching experiences from Bosnia to Belfast, as well as founding and 

leading P.E.G. Partners. 
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Poetry and Cycling  
So Eric is back in town for a couple 

days at the beginning of his Spring 

Break. In only hours, we have accom-

plished 2 amazing things: 

 

1) we've planned our route. Check out 

the website soon to see if we will be 

passing through your town, or if you 

know someone who lives along our 

route! 

 

2) we've written some haikus.  

 

 

A few we composed together, some others we wrote independently. To in-

spire you to support our cause, we'll share them here: 

 

I. 

It’s a long, long way 

Vancouver to Halifax. 

All to build a school. 

 

II.  

We ride our bikes soon 

Across all of Canada 

Give to Chacaya! 

 

III. 

We chose Canada 

Because Guatemala is too 

Small to bike across. 

 

 

FROM THE BLOG 

http://canadacrossing08.blogspot.com/2008/03/poetry-and-cycling.html
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Things got sillier from here... 

 

IV. (Eric wants no credit for this one) 

Riding bikes is fun. 

Dogs can ride in baskets too, 

Barking radio. 

 

V. (another Jason masterpiece) 

The chain has caught my pants. 

I should not have worn these pants. 

I hate these pants now. 

 

VI. (Eric wrote this one, I think it is pretty good) 

Pedal Pedal on 

Pedal pedal pedal on 

Pedal pedal on. 

 

VII. (Jason wrote this one, but I think it speaks for both of us) 

I don’t have money, 

So I’ll ride in Canada, 

Though that makes no sense. 

 

VIII. (by Jason...seeing a bear would be bittersweet)  

Spandex streaming by 

In the Canadian wild 

Looks like food to bears. 

 

IX. (more about bears, by Jason) 

Winnie the Pooh Bear 

Must be from America. 

Foreign bears are mean. 

 

X. (Eric didn't like this one)  

I ran out of food 

Riding with my friend Eric. 

Now his leg is gone. 
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Airline Tickets Donated!!!  
Great News! We recently received news that our airline tickets to and from 

Canada are being purchased by a family of friends from back home, the 

Joiner's. These wonderful people have known Jason and Eric since early 

high school, and have been a second family to them over the years. While 

having Jason over for dinner a couple weeks ago, they offered to buy our 

airline tickets for the journey. Needless to say, Jason was flabbergasted 

and speechless. This is a huge deal! The airline tickets were our greatest 

expense, and we can now concentrate on the next greatest expense, the 

sleeping bags. 

 

A great relief and a hugely encouraging piece of news. Mr. & Mrs. Joiner, 

thank you again. 

FROM THE BLOG 

From the pair’s short trip to 

Alberta in 2005.  After rent-

ing bikes in Banff for a few 

days, they were inspired to 

give the cross-Canada trip a 

go. 

http://canadacrossing08.blogspot.com/2008/04/airline-tickets-donated.html
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(Over 500 letters mailed [thanks to huge help from Carey Donald 

and Elspeth Iralu as well]. Five responses were received.) 

Dear  Alpha Delta Theta alumna,                                              April 2008 

Sometimes it is easy to forget that a vast majority of the world has no access 

to the kind of educational experience offered at a place like Sewanee.  In 

Guatemala, for example, illiteracy runs over 30%; nearly 40% among 

women.  This percentages jump to about 75% among the Mayan population.  

Shockingly, child labor is the norm rather than the exception.  Only 10% of 

students continue school beyond the 6th grade.  At Sewanee, we are taught 

that education is a key to economic, social and political improvement 

throughout the world; we are called to use our education and resources to 

make the world a better place, and for this reason we are writing to you.   

PEG (Proyecto para las Escuelas Guatemaltecas, or Guatemalan School Pro-

ject), is a small non-profit organization that raises money and awareness for 

improving schools in Guatemala.   This organization funds locally initiated 

projects to build, improve, outfit and renovate school buildings and libraries 

(www.pegpartners.org).  One such project is the building of a school in the 

small Mayan village of Chacaya.  Currently this village has over 150 school- 

age children, but no permanent structure in which classes can meet.  Re-

cently, a plot of land was donated to the community for the building of a 

school – now, all they need the building.  The total cost of a school to house 

those 150 children would only be $20,000, and half of that budget is for the 

construction of a retaining wall on which to build to the structure.   

We have an opportunity to make a direct impact on the lives of hundreds of 

Guatemalan children, and we ask you to join us.  To honor the responsibility 

we have as citizens of privilege, we on Sewanee’s campus are dedicated to 

support this incredible organization.  This spring, Alpha Deta Theta is spon-

soring the 1st annual ―GuatemalRUN Bonanza,‖ a 5k run scheduled for 

Sunday, May 4.  With this event, we hope to jumpstart the construction of 

Chacaya’s school by funding the retaining wall.  Therefore, our goal is to pre-

sent $10,000 to PEG.  Can we count on you?  

Sincerely, 

Sarah Henderson, Sarah Cardwell, Darden Carroll, Eric Keen 

 

To raise the rest of the funds for the Chacaya School Project, Eric is cycling across 
Canada this summer.  To learn more about his plans and mission, visit 
www.canadacrossing08.org 

http://www.pegpartners.org
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The "GuatemalRUN Bonanza" 5K Run!  

Efforts are moving along well at Sewanee! Eric has 

recently joined forces with a local sorority, Alpha 

Deta Theta, to organize a 5-km fun run on Sunday, 

May 4, 2008.  

The run begins at 10am and takes participants on a tour of the Sewanee 

campus and greater domain. All entrance fees and proceeds will go DI-

RECTLY to the Chacaya School Project, helping us reach our goal of 

$20,000 to build a school for 140 children. Updates on the run will surely 

ensue, but if you must know more, please email us at canadacross-

ing08@gmail.com. 

FROM THE BLOG 

http://canadacrossing08.blogspot.com/2008/04/guatemalrun-bonanza-5k-run.html
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M O N D AY,  A P R I L  2 8 ,  2 0 0 8  
We have a new total for our fundraising: 

$4,165!!!! 

This is fantastic.  We are getting there.  

We are heading into May, the last full month  

before we begin our ride across Canada.  

Keep spreading the word!!!! 

 

Those kids need a school! 

Retaining Wall Construction to begin soon!!!  

HUGE news! We just got word from David and the other PEGPartners that 

with the $5,000 we have raised thus far, the first payment has been sent 

to Chacaya to begin the construction of the retaining wall for the school! 

Construction will commence soon! This is wonderful news, to see the 

money raised already being put directly into Chacaya village so soon; the 

money we are raising is being fed directly into this place, for its children. 

Simply wonderful! 

 The property on which this school is being built is nestled on the 

side of a steep mountain, so before the actual school structure can begin, 

a retaining wall must first be built to level the ground and prevent land-

slides. This is the first step. 

 More exciting news: the "GuatemalRUN Bonanza 5K" happened on 

May 4 in Sewanee, TN, and resulted in an inspiring response from the 

campus community. Already, over $1,300 has been raised as a result of 

this small 5K run, and we expect dozens of more gifts in the coming days. 

Utterly fantastic. We are nearing the half-way mark for our goal, and I feel 

the momentum building; hopefully the half-way mark, and ultimately the 

final goal of $20,000, is not far off. 

 More soon!   —  Eric  

FROM THE BLOG 

FROM THE BLOG 

http://canadacrossing08.blogspot.com/2008/05/retaining-wall-construction-to-begin.html
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A great quote  
This quote was on the back of a wonderful letter from a friend of a friend; 

the letter had a few more kind words of encouragement and a $20 check 

for Chacaya...could you ask for a more fitting kind of support for this  

project? 

 

"the greatest  

pleasure in life  

is doing what  

people say  

you cannot do." 

FROM THE BLOG 

http://canadacrossing08.blogspot.com/2008/05/great-quote.html
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9 Days and Counting!!!!  
Howdy folks, 

We leave for Vancouver, BC in 6 days, and on the 18th, w e r i d e . 

 

I am running out the door right now to go on a training right on the misera-

bly hot, flat, straight roads of the Florida coast (back home). The goal to-

day: ride a bunch, and find sponsors for food along the way for our trip.  

 

We are currently very close to the halfway point for our fundraising: 

$9,400!!! 

 

A very exciting place to be as we head into the actual ride. Construction of 

the retaining wall in Chacaya is underway, the wheels are all in motion 

(ha!). We still have a long way to go, both in terms of distance and fund-

raising, so any ideas for support on this project are of course still wel-

comed.  

 

As I've said before, the route and itinerary for our trip is available on our 

website, please peruse it and see if you think we're crazy. The gear is ac-

culumated, the bikes are ready, our bodies are getting trained up for the 

century-a-day pace we will try to maintain. More updates soon! 

 

Love, 

E  

 

FROM THE BLOG 

ERIC’S JOURNAL 

“Jason, explaining to my dad why his carry-on luggage is so light:   „I had to pack my 
funk in my suitcase, because you aren‟t allowed to carry it on.‟” 

http://canadacrossing08.blogspot.com/2008/06/9-days-and-counting.html
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Monday, June 16, 2008 

The Race Is On  

__________________________ 

Well, when we were walking off our plane into Vancouver, Eric realized he 

had forgotten his bike shorts. 

 

June 16, 9:39pm: 8 hours and counting... 

Eric found some bike shorts. Preparing to go to sleep, then to wake up and 

do the first 94 miles of our cross-Canada cycling trip! 

The first day will take us out of Vancouver, BC, following a fjord and a 

braided river up Frasier Valley to the small mountain town of Hope (what a 

name!) 

We are looking at our bikes, packed with gear, and we are reflecting on the 

year of planning that went into this trip. 

 

Our bikes are heavy.  

 

Already, in our two days in the Vancouver, we have been stunned moreso by 

the hospitality of strangers than by the beautiful scenery. It's the people in 

the places, not the places themselves that make an adventure meaningful. 

We predict that we'll remember the people we meet and tell about the Gua-

temala School Project more vividly than the mountain passes we pedal over.  

 

FROM THE BLOG 

JASON’S JOURNAL 

“[Listening to the “You Only Love Me for My Lunchbox” blues on XM Kids Radio on plane 

from Chicago to Vancouver…] 

Radio DJ: If it doesn‟t need to be refrigerated, it isn‟t cheese!” 

http://canadacrossing08.blogspot.com/2008/06/race-is-on.html
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A reminder: 3,950 miles in 40 days. $10,000 more to reach our goal.  

Wanna race?  We challenge you to spread the word and help us reach this 

goal before we reach the Atlantic.  

On your marks.. 

Love, 

Eric and Jason  

 

 

Seth said...  

 

Sparky said...  

 

June 17, 2008 9:28 AM 

Eric, after traveling in the West with you for three weeks I can hardly believe you 

forgot your biking shorts. You are the most prepared gear guy ever. I can't wait to 

hear about all your adventures. Fly like the wind boys! 

PS- Eric you are the second story on this month's Sewanee eNews. 

June 17, 2008 9:30 AM 

Bike shorts?! You forgot your bike shorts?!  

 

I can believe it. Keep up the good fight guys. 

ERIC’S JOURNAL 

“We took a limousine into town [from the Vancouver airport] which was a ridiculous and 
glorious entrance into the city (it was also the cheapest way of getting our big bike boxes 
into town).  It was during the limo ride that I realized I had forgotten my bike shorts! 
Pitch-perfect blunder.” 

http://www.blogger.com/profile/15224799294718068927
http://www.blogger.com/profile/18245856855152699617
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T h e    R i d e 

 

 

O u r  t w o  m a i n  b u s i n e s s  s p o n s o r s .  
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Sleeping pad (WG, I)  (possible 
Yusts) 
Backpack (WG, I) 
Sleeping bag (WG, C, I) (probable 
SD, FF, Peros) 
More: 
Wheel-specific spokes 
Bike lock? 
For JASON: 
Bike rack. 
Panniers. 
Handlebar bag 
Frame bag 
 
SoftShell Fleeces 
Marmot Approach Jacket – dark 
cedar –  
Arcteryx Gamma MX Jacket –  
 
Rainjackets 
Arcteryx Alpha SL Pullover–  
ArcTeryx Alpha SL Jacket  
PACELINE PRODUCTS PRO-
VIDED 

Waterbottles 
Sunscreen 
Tablets 
Chamois butter 
Stickers 
Possibly provide more… 
 
WOODY’S WILL PROVIDE… 

Cycling cap 
Biking beanie 
Wheel-specific spokes 
Food money? 
Use SOP’s Rack and Panniers? 
 
   
 

G E A R 

Due to the hectic summer schedule, Eric was gear-planning for three 

trips at once, a 14-day Western Geology field trip, the Canda Ride, and 

his upcoming year in Indonesia.  His gear list looked like this: 

WG: western geology 
C = needed for canada 
I= needed for Indonesia 
 
Duffel bag (WG, I) 
Tent (WG, C, I) 
Dinnerware, silverware (WG, C, I) 
Headlamp (WG, C, I) 
Hat (WG, I) 
Sunglasses 
Pens/Pencils pouch (WG, C, I) 
Toothbrush, toothpaste, soap, etc (WG, I) 
Harmonica (WG, C, I) 
Mandolin (I) 
Hiking shoes (WG, I) 
Chaco’s (WG, I) 
Bathing Suit (WG, I) 
Gloves (WG, I) 
Beanie (WG, C, I) 
Hand lens (WG, I) 
Multi-tool (WG, C, I)(Pop) 
Small, water-proof notebook (c) 
Indonesia notebook (I) 
Day Pack (WG, I) 
Camera with chip (C, I) (Jason) 

Pelican Case (C, I) (Jason) 
First Aid Kid (WG, C, I)(contents?) 
Very-light-weight sandals (C )(mom) 
Handlebar bag (C) (SOP?) 
Frame bag (c) (SOP?) 
Water bottles (2) (WG, C, I)(mom) 
Water purifier (C, I) (possible Tomp-
kins) 

Stove (C, I) (probable sponsor) 
Rain jacket (WG, C, I) (possible Sizers) 
Soft Shell jacket (WG, C, I)(Cameron?) 
Sleeping pad (WG, I)  (possible Yusts) 
Tablets 
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Day Origin Day’s Distance Avg. Distance Total  

1 Vancouver 96 96 96 

2 Hope 120 108 204 

3 Keremeos 115 110.33 314.33 

4 Grand Forks 121 113 427.33 

5 New Denver 96 109.6 536.93 

6 Revelstoke 90 106.33 643.26 

7 Golden 90 104 747.26 

8/9 Banff (Day 8 rest day) 87 90.55 928.82 

10 Calgary 90 90.5 1019.32 

11 Drumheller 158 96.63 1115.95 

12 Mantario 137 100 1215.95 

13 Swift Current 108 100.61 1316.57 

14 Moose Jaw 87 99.64 1416.21 

15 Indian Head 96 99.4 1515.61 

16 Moosomin 115 100.37 1615.99 

17 Minnedosa 140 102.70 1718.69 

18 Winnipeg 87 101.83 1820.53 

19 Falcon Lake 37 98.42 1918.95 

20 Kenora 90 98 2016.95 

21 Dryden 95 97.85 2114.80 

22 English River 119 98.81 2213.62 

23 Thunder Bay 85 98.21 2311.84 

24 Rossport 125 99.33 2411.17 

25 White River 112 99.84 2511.01 

26 Agawa Bay 85 99.26 2610.28 

27 Sault St. Marie 152 101.22 2711.51 

28 Espanola 123 102 2813.51 

29 North Bay 65 100.72 2914.23 

30 Magnetawan 110 101.03 3015.26 

31 Whitney 110 101.32 3116.59 

32 Arnprior 75 100.5 3217.09 

33 Montebello 113 100.87 3317.96 

34 Sorel-Tracy 128 101.67 3419.64 

35 Levis 60 100.48 3520.13 

36 St. Jean Port Jolie 85 100.05 3620.18 

37 Pohogenamekee 75 100.52 3,719.56 
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D a y   1  
Vancouver, British Columbia, to Hope, BC 

Distance:  96 miles ( 156  km) 

Where we slept: In the back lot of a restaurant.  We met the  

Owners in town and they invited us to sleep there. 

Thursday,  June 19 

…knocked out a flat 96 miles to Hope, British Columbia, at an 

extremely healthy pace, especially considering the lengthy stop 

at the Sasquatch Cafe, a delightful establishment conveniently tucked into the 

forest along highway 7. We were there, but nobody seems to believe that it exists, 

and my blurry photograph has led people to conclude that its a hoax...But hear 

me now, the size of that basket of French fries was no joke. 

 

B L O G 

This is the morning of Day 1, in Vancouver, 6:30am. Ken, our wonderful host, stands 

with us as we prepare to dive headfirst into British Columbia.  
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ERIC’S JOURNAL 

[As we are sitting outside of the Hope grocery store, eating bananas] 
“Some children on bicycles that look like Harley-Davidsons ride by us.   
Eric [genuinely]: Hey, Nice Bikes! 
The kids barely glance at us, and say, “Yeah.”  As they ride away we here them mutter, 
“Fags.” 
Jason [bitterly]: There may be hope in Hope, but there‟s no goddamn friendship.” 

―A friendly man who owns a BBQ in 

town was kind enough to let us set up 

camp out back, and so, surrounded by 

the lush greens of the Canadian rain 

forest and distant snow-capped 

peaks, camp we did. Sleep was tough 

to come by as the precipitation com-

monly associated with a rain forest 

made itself known in the night, but we 

woke up rested enough...just a little 

soggier than we might have wished. 

ERIC’S JOURNAL 

“We were seeing views I didn‟t think we would be seeing until Day 4.  This 
will be a beautiful route.” 
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JASON’S JOURNAL 

“We broke free of the city and headed east...into the Canadian wilderness.  I knew we 

were doing alright when we reached Port Moody in an hour and fifteen minutes; a check-

point Ken had said would take two hours to come to, and we were taking it easy.”  
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ERIC’S JOURNAL 

“Jason: „You can wish in one hand 
and crap in the other.  See which 
one fills up faster.‟ 
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D a y   2         

Hope, BC, to Keremeos, BC 

Distance:  120 miles ( 194  km) 

Where we slept: An inn (paid full price) 

―…We packed up 

camp and headed 

east into what we thought would be 

a mildly-rolling 120 mile day. 56 km 

and 5 hours later we were two 

mountain passes in and 4,000 ft 

higher, scratching our heads. Those 

65 pound bikes are rather tough to 

pull up a hill. We ate some food and 

pressed on all the same, despite  

B L O G 
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what was a profoundly discouraging morn-

ing. We made it into Keremeos, British 

Columbia, our destination, with just an 

hour or so of daylight left, cutting it a little 

closer than we would like, but we were 

pleased with conquering such a long, ex-

traordinarily hard day (there were more 

mountains than just those first two 

passes). On the lighter side of yesterday's 

happenings, we did see a juvenile moose 

cross the road from right to left, inexplica-

bly fall down in the left lane, gather itself, 

and then continue off into the forest to 

pursue what looked to be a very clumsy 

life. Ah, the wonder of nature.‖ 
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Looking back... 

A particular moment followed soon after we awoke and set off that we would 

both recount occasionally during the trip.  Jason had grabbed a coffee before 

we rode straight uphill on a climb out of town, and was riding one handed, 

sipping the coffee in his free hand as we came upon an older gentleman out 

for his morning ride.  The man was bundled up with plenty of cold-weather 

gear, just barely keeping his legs turning over against the gradient, when we 

cruised past him in the hazy light.  He cast us a fatigued eye as we passed, 

and Jason held the coffee up in a toast and said jovially, ―Nice day for it!‖  The 

poor fellow had to watch us float away from him up that hill, sipping coffee on 

our tremendously heavy bikes loaded with gear, from his seat atop his light-

weight performance machine.  It was a great way to start a day. 
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―We awoke in Keremeos this morning with a 107 mile day 

in front of us (in the end it actually turned out to be closer to 

115), and a revived zest for conquering challenges after having completed 

the day before. Rolling hills led us out of the town and up toward the first 

pass. No big deal…   

D a y   3 
Keremeos, BC, to Grand Forks, BC 

Distance:  115 miles ( 186  km) 

Where we slept: CouchSurfed with Peter, a carpenter. 

JASON’S JOURNAL 

“So far, all of these days seem to bleed into one... at least as recollection goes. But on 

their own, when I‟m experiencing them, they each lend their own interpretation of difficulty 

to that brilliant mosaic of physical strain.”  

B L O G 
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We descended into Osoyoos, a beautiful 

lakeside city surrounded by stunning 

mountains. So far so good. We ate some 

food, and were told that there was a climb 

out of Osoyoos, but from there it was 

mostly flat into Grand Forks, today's end-

point. Optimistic, we mounted our heavy 

steeds and headed to the hill. Here's 

where it gets crazy. We went up for about 

15 fairly steep kilometers, sweating under-

neath the northern desert sun, and the mountain appeared to be at its 

highest. A tourist's lookout added to the feeling of completion. We joked 

around a bit, snapped some fantastic pictures, put on some warmers for 

what had to be an upcoming descent, and headed out again. Just around 

a turn, the road kicked up, and the mountain revealed another very large 

section that we simply couldn't see before. It seemed like it would not end.  
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At least four more times (the whole memory is rather blurred) we were sure 

that there was no more sky for that mountain to fill, when it swept to the 

right or left, and kicked again. Eric estimated it to be nearly 30 km, and my 

legs did not disagree. 

  

The descent was virtually non-existent as we stayed atop the hills, rolling our 

way toward Grand Forks. Small climb after small climb drained us little by 

little, until there were 14 kilometers to go, and we felt like we might have 10 

more in us. I was in rare form, unsure in those moments whether or not I 

was even there. And then I felt something odd. Wind! Wind sweeping rapidly 

over my face! We were on a descent! Mercy! The road twisted and turned 

downhill until we swept around the side of the mountain to reveal the town 

of Grand Forks below. I can't even express that feeling of satisfaction. 

 

We arrived at sunset at the home of our host, Peter, a Carpenter, to find that 

he had prepared a meal for us. His hospitality has been a tremendous 

boost. 

 

Tomorrow is a new day, and a new challenge. Will we conquer it again? Will 

it conquer us? Tune in next time to find out! 

 

Goodnight everyone. 

- Jason  

 

 

JASON’S JOURNAL 

The climb went on and on!  Way longer than we antici-

pated.  Around every hope-filled corner was a heart-

breaking rise...and I have never been so mad at a 

mountain.”  
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ERIC’S JOURNAL 

“[After the descent into Gold Creek,] We decided on two rules for touring: 
1) Take everything anyone says to us regarding our route, the terrain, the distances, etc., 

with a HUGE grain of salt.  Do not establish expectations based on people‟s guesses. 
2)   Ride mentally and physically as if there was a 32km climb around every corner, be-
cause there actually may be.” 

Kit said...  

Jason and Eric, 

I'm following your ride and 'feeling your pain' and exhilaration! You should 

be very proud of yourselves but I know it must be extremely draining. I'm so 

impressed! Hang in there and keep believing. A verse to ride by: Neh 8:10 - 

"the joy of the Lord is my strength!" 

Love, Aunt Kit 
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ERIC’S JOURNAL 

“It really boils down to hope, really.” 
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D a y   4 

Grand Forks, BC, to New Denver, BC 

Distance:  121 miles ( 1956  km) 

Where we slept: Stayed at the home of a Therese Descamp, a 

Professr of Religion, and her family.  Utterly beautiful night. 

Buckle up! Or put your helmets on! Whatever is more  

appropriate. 

These rest towns are a double-edged sword. On the one hand, the fact 

that they are always in a valley offers us respite on the descents at the 

end of a long day, but on the other, such a setup invariably means a climb 

out of town in the morning. The road out of Grand Forks was no different. 

We both had 

tired legs, and 

various sore 

spots all over, 

so warming up 

and getting 

loose and com-

fortable is very 

important, how-

ever elusive 

when the road 

gets steep. We climbed up to Chris-

tina Lake on a moderate grade, not 

enough to hurt us, but enough to 

confirm that we were indeed tired. 

The lake was a glacial lake, a deep 

blue color inset in the high green 

hills, and quite a sight to behold. It 

was up in this region that we started 

to notice another climate shift, from 

the lower-altitude desert, to the 

higher evergreen mountains of the 

ERIC’S JOURNAL 

[At the Paulson Lake Visitor Center, 60 miles from New Denver] 
And old man: So you boys are on a bike trip? 
Jason: Yes sir, that‟s right. 
Old man: Where are you going today? 
Jason: Well today, we hope to end up in New Denver. 
Old man: Well, you definitely are not going to make it there today! 
Pause. 
Jason: Um, yes, I think we will. 

B L O G 
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rode along the lake for a brief spell before the road turned up in earnest. A 

37 km climb, and a comparatively steep one at that, took is higher still, up 

to the hilltops to continue making our way north. We moved away form the 

lake, and higher up on moderate, manageable grades, stopping were we 

could to top off water bottles, or replace the lost calories we had left strewn 

about on the lower slopes. 

The sun shown through, un-

obstructed for the first time, 

and gave the tan-lines some 

more definition, though I'm 

sure my mother would be 

the first to say that I didnt 

need that at all. Eric's are 

coming back nicely as well. An important badge of honor for any bike rider. 

Higher and higher we went, and up to another glacial lake, Slocan Lake, a 

long and deep resevoir, until we found ourselves in the closing kilometers. 

We climbed up along a sheer face on the east side of the lake, providing us 

with some of the most beautiful views of the trip, and taxing our legs further 

still, before descending through New Denver's neighboring town of Silverton, 

and finally into New Denver itself. We drank some chocolate milk and sat 

down for a moment before we made our way up to our host's home, high on 

a hill and, fittingly, only accessable by a very steep gravel road. The house 

was beautiful. Wooden, with a stone fireplace, and tall windows to allow one 

to look out over Slocan Lake and into the surrounding peaks...Certainly too 

nice for the likes of two smelly cyclists, and we were incredibly grateful for 

such an experience. Great people, great food, and great conversations of-

fered us a valuable morale boost, and we set out from New Denver the next 

morning en route to Revelstoke. 

ERIC’S JOURNAL 

A 13 year old on a BMX bike, outside Castlegar bakery. 
Kid: Are you guys PROFESSIONAL bike riders?!?! 
Jason: Um, yeah, sure! 
Kid: WOW!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
And he rides away as fast as he can. 

JASON’S JOURNAL 

“I would honestly struggle to cope with the beauty if I had to wake up here everyday.”  
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D a y   5 
New Denver, BC, to Revelstoke, BC 

Distance:  96 miles ( 155  km) 

Where we slept: SameSun Hostel (paid full price) 

Again with the climbing! The road took us immediately up 

and out of town on what was to be a 95 some-odd mile 

day. We decided to split it into thirds, stopping in Nakusp, the hot spring/

ferry across the lake that was really just the dammed Columbia River, and 

the final push to Revelstoke itself. We had some food in Nakusp, and the 

Halcyon hot spring thirty miles or so up the road certainly felt refreshing. 

We took the highway north to 

the ferry crossing, scaring a 

young and extremely furry black 

bear from its foraging station at 

the roadside. It couldn't have 

been more than 25 feet from 

us, and we couldn't even see it 

until it bolted! Quite a sight in-

deed. The ride on the ferry was 

wind-blown and cold, but the 

sights were great, and I don't get 

to take rides of ferries that of-

ten, so it was a treat...Even though I was skeptical at first...After all, Eric's 

father had mentioned that there is no such thing as ferries, but no matter, 

I'm a believer now. The final 30 miles to Revelstoke were very tough, at 

first due to the headwind, and finally due the the mental strain of continu-

ing uphill in cold rain for what always seems to be so much longer than it 

really is. We were relieved again when the road sloped downward into 

town, and we made our way to a great hostel to get some sleep.  

ERIC’S JOURNAL 

“Tough day today. Tough day yesterday. Tough again tomorrow.” 

B L O G 
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A sign on the side of a fish tank in SameSun hostel in Revelstoke: 

―…We need hope. An Optimist isn’t necessarily a blithe, slightly sappy 

whistler in the dark of our time. To be hopeful in bad times is not being 

foolishly romantic. It is based on the fact that human history is a his-

tory not only of competition and cruelty but also of compassion, sacri-

fice, courage, kindness… The future is an infinite succession of pre-

sents, and to live now as we think human beings should live, in defi-

ance of all that is bad around us, is itself a marvelous victory.‖ 

                -  Howard Zinn 

JASON’S JOURNAL 

“Slocan Lake, shimmering to the left, in the west, reminds us of outcome.  A reward to 

violent change.  Deep, blue glacial water, remnant of a giant now lost, idly displays a legen-

dary grandeur, quietly sitting on its power, weight, and implication.”  
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Finally on the Trans-Canada, and finally turning East again! 

We headed out of Revelstoke and, you guessed it, up a hill. 

We were treated to a fleeting rainshower before the sun broke through, and 

a relatively short day at about 90 miles.  

D a y   6 

Revelstoke, BC, to Golden, BC 

Distance:  90 miles (146  km) 

Where we slept: In the garage of Todd and his family, whom we 

approached and asked if we could use their lawn. 

JASON’S JOURNAL 

“The mind wanders.  Patience shows signs of weathering.  So far to go yet.  So much to 

do today, here and now, and again tomorrow…”  

B L O G 

ERIC’S JOURNAL 

“The views truly did sustain me today.” 
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We were finally pushing into 

the western slopes of the main 

ridge of the Rockies, with the 

brown peaks reaching abruptly 

above the tree lines, distinc-

tively colored by the wonderful 

combinations of sandstones, 

limestones, and shale. The 

whole area feels so vibrant, 

young, and alive, and I think 

that such an atmosphere 

helped us maintain some composure as we continued to climb higher and 

higher toward the continental divide. We made our way into the first Rocky 

Mountain National Park of our journey, Glacier National Park, and over the 

famous Roger's Pass near the end of the day, and from there it was a fast 

and rolling ride into Golden. We got into town a little later than we 

would've liked, again, but still with plenty of sunlight left, and a little energy 

left over to put towards finding a place to stay. Todd Craig, a mountain 

guide, and his family put 

us up for the night. Todd is 

a jack-of-all-trades in the 

high hills, and a very nice 

guy, and Eric and I had a 

great time talking with 

him, his wife, and his two 

extremely energetic boys 

over breakfast. So much 

of this trip is dependent 

upon the goodwill of others, and without the amazing people we are lucky 

enough to meet, it just wouldn't be possible. So a special thanks to Todd 

and his family. 

JASON’S JOURNAL 

“I‟ve got to eat the baby.” [sure signs of the ride‟s effect on Jason‟s sanity] 
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Another reasonably short day, this one just shy of 90 miles, 

had our focus not on the ride at hand, but on the rest that 

awaited, and for anyone who hasn't done something like this, the cardinal 

rule is to maintain focus on each moment, or you risk subjecting yourself to 

one of the most mentally-taxing endeavors you could ever hope to under-

take. Minutes stretch to hours, and the day cannot ever go fast enough to 

fix it.  

D a y   7 

Golden, BC, to Banff, Alberta 

Distance:   90 miles (145 km) 

Where we slept: At Josee’s B&B. She gave us half-price! 

ERIC’S JOURNAL 

[Hanging out with Jonah and Finn, the sons of Todd and Janice in Golden, BC…] 
“Eric: Jonah, which do you like better, dinosaurs or whales? 
Jonah: Um….hmmm…uhh….[thinks for about 15 seconds]…Dinosaurs AND Whales!!!!” 
[Eric and Jonah were instantly best friends]  

ERIC’S JOURNAL 

In a note left to Todd‟s family:    
“The success of our trip is dependent 
upon the kindness of others, and 
thank you for vindicating that faith.” 

B L O G 
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We dragged ourselves up into a 

canyon out of Golden and right 

into an exciting encounter with 

three Big Horn Sheep, none of 

which had any regard for the 

schedules of the drivers they were 

inconveniencing. It was very 

amusing, and they looked so ex-

tremely unimpressed by all of the 

tourists' cameras. We climbed for 

about 17 km up and out of the 

canyon and into Yoho National 

Park. The park was gorgeous. After some ups and downs through Yoho, we 

came to Kicking Horse valley, and a town called Field. We stopped for 

some coffee and food before making our push up Kicking Horse Pass, 

over the continental divide, into the Mountain West timezone, and into Al-

berta. Having refueled, we set out, and as tired as I was, I was determined 

to make my last climb west of the divide a good one, so Eric and I flew up 

the pass and over the top into Alberta and onto the eastern slopes of the 

divide. We had crested the high point of our 

trip, and it was such a relief to be done with the 

constantly uphill riding. From there it was a 

downhill ride into Banff National Park, and our 

checkpoint at Lake Louise. Having visited the 

town three years ago, we spent a rather long 

time there, partly for the sentimental value, but 

also to take care of some logistical stuff during 

appropriate business hours. We got everything 

squared away and headed to Banff, 35 miles 

down the highway, and the base of our adven-

tures here in 2005. We were so happy to be 

riding on roads that were headed down the 

slopes! We made great time and arrived at our 

host's house with just enough energy to shower 

and head out for some food before bed. 
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ERIC’S JOURNAL 

“It boils down to the question, „Why Give a Damn?‟   
My answer: I just do.” 
Should I? Lucky I do? „Hm, I don‟t know. But I do.” 
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D a y   8 
Rest Day, Banff, AB 

Distance:  0 miles (0 km) 

Where we slept: Same place, same deal. 

We have made it over the continental divide! 

Today is our rest day in Banff, Alberta, and our first legiti-

mate chance at reflection, not too mention the much needed and thera-

peutic appreciation of the days, miles, and mountains now behind us. 

 

When we last wrote, we were in Grand Forks, just north of the U.S. border, 

and about halfway 

through a topographical 

profile that was very much 

uphill, staying with Peter 

the carpenter. I think I can 

speak for Eric when I say 

that having experienced 

the days and moments 

since then, I feel a lifetime  

B L O G 
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JASON’S JOURNAL 

We slept well.  The next day, Josee called in a favor to get us into the local hot spring for 

free…We took the bus uphill, finally gaining altitude sans-effort, to the spring where we 

relaxed for a couple of hours in an arena that afforded us some excellent people watching, 

not to mention the many eyes made wide by what, at first, looks like an undershirt, but 

turns out to be my tan lines.  

removed from what my watch tells me was just a few days ago. 

 

After a good night's sleep, we are still here in Banff, enjoying our rest, saying 

hello to all of you, and looking forward to another stint in a hot spring. It is 

wonderful to see the town again, and to remind ourselves why we like it so 

much here.  

Tomorrow it begins all over again, and we will do our best to keep you all 

updated as often as possible. Hope all is well. E-mail us and say hello! 

ERIC’S JOURNAL 

“...Belief in People…” 
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D a y   9 

Banff, BC, to Calgary, Alberta 

Distance:  87 miles ( 141  km) 

Where we slept: CouchSurfed at Cycling Co-Op. 

We left Banff for Calgary, which was a lovely and scenic 

85 or so mile ride, mostly downhill, that took us officially 

out of the rockies; a transition that was both abrupt and emotional. The 

steep walls of the western american highlands gave way to the great 

plains, and the straightest roads on earth...which was exciting...at the  

JASON’S JOURNAL 

“It was great.  Riding out of the Rockies and into the plains was an emotional experience, 

not to mention an abrupt one.  The mountains just stop.  Quite suddenly.”  

B L O G 
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time. Once in Calgary, we met up with our hosts, some couch-surfer stu-

dents from the local university, and had some Vietamese cuisine at their 

recommendation. It is a beautiful city, especially from the saddle of your bi-

cycle as you weave in and out of the large amount of pedestrian traffic. All of 

the houses there had such personality. Go visit sometime. 

D a y   10 
Calgary, AB, to Drumheller, AB 

Distance:  90 miles (146  km) 

Where we slept: The Travelodge Motel gave us a room at no 

Then we left Calgary in a general east-northeast direction, 

en route to Hanna...The birthplace of the pseudo-band 

Nickelback...And how. We got 3/4 of the way there to our checkpoint in 

Drumheller, a thrilling dinosaur-themed town in the Canadian Badlands, 

where we had planned to visit the RoyalTyrell Dinosaur museum.  

B L O G 
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The cheesy dino statues all over town had 

us very concerned for the legitimacy of the 

museum itself, but alas, it was fantastic. 

Ornithomimids, a pterosaur, plenty of cera-

topsians, and a spectular re-creation of Dr. 

Jack Horner's T. Rex skeleton that had Eric 

captivated. Impressive stuff. 

 

We left the museum and rode out straight 

into a beast of a wind storm...One so strong that when we made an at-

tempt at the road out of town, we were virtually pushed backwards. We 

found a hotel that would 

put us up and decided to 

make up the distance the 

next day.  Which meant 

that the ride from Drum-

heller to Mantario would 

be 158 miles, and so it 

was.  

ERIC’S JOURNAL 

“The Question of the Day: 
Does the world need less or more of people 
like me?  And will I let the answer to that 
change how I live? 

JASON’S JOURNAL 

“Powerful winds gusted right down the canyon... We were trapped!  We cut our losses and 

Eric found a Travel Lodge to put us up for the night.”  
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D a y   11 
Drumheller, AB, to Mantario, SK 

Distance:  158 miles ( 256  km) 

Where we slept: Camping behind an abandoned barn. 

We worked all 

day at pulling it 

off, surrounded by the most 

spectcularly mind-numbing 

scenery that you can possibly 

imagine, into a fairly harsh 

crosswind, only to discover that 

Mantario, despite being recog-

nized on a national map, was 

one street and half-abandoned. 

We set up camp with heavy 

hearts and went to bed. 

JASON’S JOURNAL 

We rode all that way, ate a PB & J each, and fell asleep before we rode another 30 miles 

in the morning to breakfast and a sink where we could wash up.  I remember being very 

frustrated, but that reaction was quite silly.  Nothing more than inexperience.  In retrospect, 

the conditions were all the more interesting, and they made for rather more of an adven-

ture.  It was the kind of day that I wish I could do over and not spoil with my own lack 

of willingness to embrace the hard stuff.  Plus, the sunset was spectacular.” 

B L O G 

JASON’S JOURNAL 

“Rolling hills!  Endless fields!  Insanity, thy name is the Canadian Plains.” 
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D a y   12 
Mantario, SK, to Swift Current, SK 

Distance:  137 miles ( 222  km) 

Where we slept: Motel (full price) 

Mantario to Swift Current 

offered another long day at 

137 miles, 30 or 40 of which were on 

gravel roads....For all you scholars out 

there, that is indeed 295 miles in two days. 

It was long, perhaps harder than the day 

before as a consequence of the day be-

fore, and hot. We did our best to stay posi-

tive and kept working until we finally ar-

rived at 

dusk, which was too late to go door to 

door. With heavier hearts, we found the 

cheapest room we could, but at least that 

meant a shower. 

 

JASON’S JOURNAL 

“More fields...Endless fields.” 

B L O G 
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Looking back... 

This was a milestone of the trip, and not for reasons one might expect.  It 

wasn’t the distance.  It wasn’t the scenery.  It wasn’t gravel roads, traffic, or 

mentality.  It was the first time we got our hands dirty in some authentically 

Canadian culture.  Breakfast.  A little restaurant in Eatonia, our refreshment-

ville 30 miles from the sparsely populated Mantario, charged $8.33 for 4 slices 

of French Toast, 2 eggs, bacon, and bottomless coffee.  I can’t even begin to 

stress how important such wonderful food was in the mornings.  Great Cana-

dian breakfast had officially become a regular part of our must do’s.        

         -  Jason 
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D a y   13 

Swift Curret, SK, to Moose Jaw, SK 

Distance:  108 miles (175  km) 

Where we slept: We knocked on a door and asked if we could 

pitch a tent in her yard.  She said sure. 

Swift Current to Moose Jaw was a bit of a break at around 

108 miles. Moose Jaw was the biggest city we've seen 

since Calgary, and quite a relief at that....It really is stressful being sur-

rounded by nothing. Moose Jaw saw us feast like kings thanks to a gener-

ous sponsorship from 

the local Boston Pizza 

restaurant where, on top 

of his already stellar re-

cord of helping us out, 

the shift manager pulled 

some strings and got us 

into the local mineral 

spa for free. Fantastic. 

Best pizza ever. Great 

mineral spa. Camping in 

a stranger's backyard. 

Does it get any better? No need to answer that.  

ERIC’S JOURNAL 

“We stopped by the town of Martlach for nu-
trients.  It is GREAT.  At the convenience store, 
I had the best pastry of my life.  The BEST 
PASTRY OF MY LIFE.” 

JASON’S JOURNAL 

First town with „Moose‟ in the name!  

B L O G 

ERIC’S JOURNAL 

“Jason, on riding through the prairies: “‟We knew what we were getting into, but there was 
no way to prepare for it.‟” 
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JASON’S JOURNAL 

“It is hard being needy.  It is a truly eye-opening humility, but as far from my comfort 

zone as it takes me, such a removal has proven itself a brilliant teacher.  I have learned 

to have faith in people in ways that I never have before, and that gives me a lot of hope 

for the future of the world I am a part of.”  

"If you can't build a robot, be a robot." 

 

First, happy July!  Happy Canada Day!  Happy 4th of July's Eve'sEve'sEve! 

Headache. 

 

It is very difficult to find the energy 

to find a computer or, once we've 

found a computer, to find more en-

ergy to update a blog, so let us 

apologize to our regular readers out 

there...It is our goal to get better at 

this.  With that said, we move into 

update mode! 

 

Where did we leave off....Aha. We were resting in Banff, basking in the 

glamour of the mountain village lifestyle, living it up, hanging out in a hot 

spring, shocking the other tourists with the spectacular intensity of our tan 

lines. Good times. Time, it seems, has a very loose grip on the now, and 

tends to let it slip away. 

Now is not the now we knew. That was then. This is now. Wonder how? I 

do too… 

 

 

B L O G 

D a y   14 
Moose Jaw, SK, to Indian Head, SK 

Distance:   87 miles (141  km) 

Where we slept: KOA  Campground, 10% discount and free 

internet 
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ERIC’S JOURNAL 

“We finished in Indian Head, but the hotel we had arranged to get sponsored by was not 
there.  It turns out it was 27 miles away, in an even smaller town called Fort Kepler.  
Oops.” 

…And now that brings us to today, when we rode from Moose Jaw to Indian 

Head, where we are set up at a camp ground and looking forward to head-

ing on to Moosomin tomorrow, where we will celebrate our own version of 

Canada Day, likely by sleeping, although I am reminded of a tip from one of 

our friends in Calgary: 

"What do you do on Canada Day?" 

"Camp. Whatever. Go out into the woods. You can do whatever you 

want...And drink." 

Sore bottoms up. 

 

Notes: 

Animal sightings - Two foxes, hundreds of ground squirrels (some dead), an-

telope, and deer.....Not to mention the many species of waterfowl, the occa-

sional bird of prey, and this orange-winged black bird that intrigues me so 

deeply. 

Total mileage - 1473 miles 

Casualties - Eric (nearly...see below), Eric's butt, Eric's mind. 

 

Love,  Jason  

 

p.s. Eric almost got hit by a truck. The [trucker] was a moron. More later. 

Goodnight everyone! We miss you all! 
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To our readers: A Rally Call  

 

Dear friends, families, and supporters: 

 First, allow us to give you a glimpse into the ethos that provides the 

foundation for this trip. To do so requires us to describe in a little more de-

tail what the average day has been like so far: 

 The sun rises at 4:45am, and the sky is usually spectacular. We roll 

over and throw our sleeping bags off of us, trying to get a couple more hours 

of sleep before the heat and the bright day demand that we also rise. We 

step outside of the tent and look first for a sign of which direction the wind 

is blowing. During days on the prairies, when the scenery seems to be a 

looping tape of the same fields over and over again, the only thing you mind 

can really focus on besides your spinning legs is whether the wind is helping 

you or hindering you, or threatening to blow you into traffic. Within an hour, 

we are on our bikes. Our minds are busy recalling dreams from the night be-

fore, reciting the dialogue of funny confronation with interesting characters 

the day before, singing the tune of a catchy song, and wondering if our butts 

are going to last another 2,400 miles. calculating how far until the next set-

tlement and whether our water supply will last. Every once and a while, we 

feel hungry, and stop to fix a PB&J sandwich (without question THE solution 

sandwich to any bout of fatigue or famine). We don't talk much while on the 

bikes; I am usually out of breath in trying to keep up with Jason, and the 

passing semi-trucks and hard winds make it impossible to carry on a conver-

sation at anything less than a shout. So we gather conversation points as 

we ride, and while on breaks we share where our minds have wandered to 

during the last stretch of riding. We talk often, perhaps too much, of home, 

of old friends, of lost memories and people we wish we could see again; a 

trip like this, despite the constantly new scenery and faces, leads you only 

back to what and whom you left.  

 To cope with the monotony of Saskatchewan, we tend to set interim 

goals for ourselves (gotta make it to Martlach by 5, hope to get on the other 

side of Regina by 3, etc.). The last 20km of each day tend to be toughest,  

B L O G 

http://canadacrossing08.blogspot.com/2008/07/to-our-readers-rally-call.html
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mentally as well as physically, simply because the anticipation of food and 

sleep become overwhelming by 7.30 pm.  

 

8-12 hours of riding a day tends to send your thoughts in interesting direc-

tions; mine often explores which mindsets are the best to adopt to make it 

through long days: do I concentrate on the "now," this kilometer alone, or 

do I try to frame the present within the scope of the day's 100 or so miles? 

Or, do I try to adopt a mindset that would sustain me until Day 39 or 40, a 

way of thinking that paces myself to the end of the entire trip? Or, do I let 

my mind float, feeling what it wants to feel, whether it be stubborn fatigue 

or excited elation, cynical pessimism or adrenaline-fuelled optimism? 

What kind and extent of self-discipline should I use to make this trip a suc-

cess? And then, it is impossible not to remind yourself that it is only day 

14; what will my thoughts be like on Day 15? Day 20? 30? 39? 

 

Luckily, for us, we love cycling. It has given us meaning before, and it has 

continued to be fulfilling in and of itself each day of this trip. We really are 

living a dream, a dream we have both shared passionately since our first 

year out of high school. We are cycling across a country - WOW! - we never 

thought we'd ACTUALLY do this. But whoa, here we are. Concentrating sim-

ply on our spinning legs, the maintenance of rhythm, the maximization of 

efficiency, the invigorating sensation of easily earned speed, can sustain 

us for most of the demands of this trip.  

 

"Most" is the key word here. This trip has been designed - this entire 

dream has been conceived - in such a way that merely finishing a century-

a-day of riding for 40 days is not enough to call the trip a success. Yes, we 

certainly feel a sense of accomplishment when we reach our destination-

town each night. We are proud of what we have done so far, and we will be 

proud of what we will have done once we reach the east coast. But the 

ambition, audacity and idealism of this trip does not stop at the 4,000 

miles in 40 days. It also includes, of course, the building of a school in the 

Guatemalan village of Chacaya.  
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If we reach the east coast and we have not achieved our fundraising goal, 

we will be unable to justify the last 40 days of riding.  

 

The 2 days in which we rode 295 miles were eye-opening for us. It was the 

most demanding stretch of riding the two of us have ever endured. When we 

reached Swift Current at the end of that 2-day stretch, we did not feel the 

sense of achievement that so often accompanies a hard day's ride. We felt, 

well, empty. And it was not just the energy we lost in the process. It was hav-

ing done so much only to question what we are actually achieving. We may 

be getting closer to the east coast, but we don't see ourselves getting closer 

to our fundraising goal.  

 

This trip is demanding. Our deep passion for cycling alone will not sustain us 

to the Atlantic coast; what we need to know at the end of the day is that we 

are not just spinning our wheels. We want that school built. 

 

So many of you reading this have already given out of your own pocket to 

get us halfway to our fundraising goal and nearly halfway across Canada. 

We can't thank you enough for that. What we need is more people, more 

open ears, more open minds to join us in believing that passion is the first 

step in mending a fractured world. The strength of our project is that people 

only have to do a little to make a world of difference in the lives of the Gua-

temalans in Chacaya. $10,000 more will provide an education for genera-

tions of children to come. 

 

Tell more people about Chacaya, about our ride, about what we need. Refer 

people to our website, our blog, the PEGPartners website. Try to tell them 

the idea behind what we are doing, how cycling across Canada to build this 

Guatemalan school somehow makes sense. Ask your churches, your rotary 

clubs, your newspapers, your neighborhood newsletters, your schools, your 

youth groups, your cycling buddies, your favorite restaurant, your neighbor 

to help. The communities we know and love CAN change the community of 

Chacaya…. 
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As David LaMotte says at each of his concerts, you are changing the world 

whether you like it or not. Get in to it. Become intentional in how you 

change. Invite others to do the same. 

 

Sorry to become so melodramatic, but hey, my butt hurts, and the fact is 

that we're in this now, the ride of a lifetime.  

Tell others to join us! 

 

Hopefully, 

Eric 

"And they write because the world strikes them as being a marvelous place, 

and they want to keep bringing that to everybody's attention.  

You know, a scary place, a menacing place, an exciting place  

because it's scary and menacing. But mainly, kind of glorious.'' 

        - Warren Zevon 
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D a y   15 
Indian Head, SK, to Moosomin, SK 

Distance:   96 miles ( 155 km) 

Where we slept: Pitched a tent in the front yard of a nice Cana-

dian – Chinese family. 

From Indian Head (the location of our last blog update) we 

moved 95 miles to Moosomin on the #1 Trans-Canadian 

Hwy, and we celebrated Canada Day 

with a welcoming pary of mosquitoes 

and a free dinner at Pizza Hut! Deli-

cious. That night, we slept of the 

lawn of an extremely nice Chinese 

family that had just moved there 

from Toronto.  

B L O G 

JASON’S JOURNAL 

“Our second town with „Moose‟ in the name!” 
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D a y   16 
Moosomin, SK, to Minnedosa, MB 

Distance:  115 miles (186   km) 

Where we slept: The only hotel in town gave us a free room. 

JASON’S JOURNAL 

For a non coffee-drinker, Eric drinks so much coffee!  He annihilates my intake stats, and I 

thought I was elite when it comes to the sacred grounds.  We need to pick up some gra-

nola bars now, and swing by the Post Office, and try to find a bike pump... I keep getting 

flats, then riding my tire at the low pressure that our travel pump delivers, which wears 

the tire extremely fast.  I am down to my last one, and I‟ve got to take care of it.   

Blast it all.”  

ERIC’S JOURNAL 

“Agh! The world! So vast! So limitless!  Endless! Infi-
nite!  So near!  So much!  Too far!  Beyond grasp!  
Out of reach!  Too much!!!” 
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…We booked it out of 

Saskatchewan and 

into the province of Manitoba, ending 

after a long, hard, mentally trying day 

(115 miles) at the town of Minnedosa 

(whereupon our arrival, we witnessed 

perhaps the most spectacular sunset 

ever; sadly, because Manitoba roads 

do not have shoulders, we had to con-

centrate on not getting hit by trucks 

and could not take any pictures.) At Minnedosa we luckily found free lodg-

ing at the Valley Motor Lodge, and scrounged a late dinner from a local 

gas station.  

ERIC’S JOURNAL 

[stressed over strapped funds:]   “If money does this to me, why do I travel?” 

B L O G 
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D a y   17 
Minnedosa, MB, to Winnipeg, MB 

Distance:  140 miles (227  km) 

Where we slept: Couchsurfed with Dianna and Richard! 

…We did a long haul (135 miles) from Minnedosa to Win-

nipeg. We were tired. Enough said. But the warm welcome 

from Dianna and Richard made the day a supreme success. Again and 

again we find that the people we meet while on this trip will be the thing 

that pushes us to the east coast. 

B L O G 

ERIC’S JOURNAL 

“A tough day.  Expensive and fast.  Sent postcards.  Head wind all day, really awful roads, 
really uncomfortable butt.  I was at my lowest, or at least one of my lowest points, on 
Hwy. 24….but after confirming with Winnipeg‟s Dianna and getting the Minnedosa Motor 
Valley Lodge to sponsor us, I got a second wind of spirit and energy, and we had a good 
pace for the last 40 miles.” 

JASON’S JOURNAL 

“Time to eat and hit the road.  Wait...A guy named Maurice just walked in and sat down 

with us.  He asked if we were riding across the country, and we said yes, so he began to 

slowly fish through three wallets swollen thick with random papers and cards until he 

found a print of his address, which he handed to us.  He said that since 1986 he had 

received 18 or 19 „replies‟ from riders who had completed the cross Canada ride.  We 

weren‟t sure exactly what the replies were to, or what exactly he wanted from us.  He just 

wanted a reply.  „Everybody tells me it‟s the Height of Stupidity to ask riders this,‟ said 

Maurice, „But every year I give that thar address to atleast a dozen riders like yourself – 

and look at how many replies I got!‟  Can‟t argue with that.  After some more insensible 

stories, he left the diner.  Now its time for us to leave too.”  
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ERIC’S JOURNAL 

“It was a hilarious, absolutely fun 
night. It was great.” 

JASON’S JOURNAL 

My mind is racing lately - with girls, the future, 

anything and everything, and I just want to keep 

up and figure out what I‟m feeling... Or where 

exactly I want to be.” 

After months of coaxing and harassing, Jennifer Torrrres finally published this 

article, months later than she promised to do.  And when it finally was pub-

lished, we were disappointed with it.  Top right is a nice note Dianna gave us 

when we left. 
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Hello to you all! 

A Quick Update of our progress: 

We are currently in Winnipeg, on the morning of Day 18 of the Trip, mile 

1,763 of the trip. So close to half-way! 

 

We just spent a wonderful, 

absolutely perfect night with 

two CouchSurfing hosts, 

Dianna and Richard, who 

fed, took us out for candy, 

let us listen to wonderful 

music, and gave us great 

Canadian beer, and won-

derful conversation (about 

everything from mustaches 

to polar bears to indigenous relations to my long underwear leggings). Af-

ter a night of much needed rest, we are ready to head out to our next 

town. 

 

The last few days have been tough... 

 

More later, I am sure. But now, to breakfast!!!  Love,,  Eric  

B L O G 

D a y   18 
Winnipeg, MB to Falcon Lake, MB, 

Distance:  87 miles ( 141  km) 

Where we slept: Wonderful couchsurfing at home of Eric & His 

mother. 

ERIC’S JOURNAL 

“We had a beautiful tailwind the entire time., along with a swarm of horseflies. . . .We 
finished the prairies...We saw three black bears!!!” 
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Hey guys! 

Jason here, eager to fill you in on our time in Canada since Winnipeg! 

Here we go: 

 We left the apartment in Winnipeg and rode straight into some seri-

ous car-dodging situations as only the big cities can deliver. We stopped 

first, unscathed, at a bike shop where I pumped up my rear tire (I've been 

plagued with flats on this trip...in fact, I think that until the last couple of 

days I had only spent two or three days on a fully inflated rear tire, as our 

flat repair pump is inadequate when it is required to fill a tire to such a high 

pressure, which makes for some slightly more difficult riding). After the 

quick fill, we headed off in search of a restaurant to provide us with the 

proper riding fuel, and find one we did! ...Two sisters seemed to be running 

the show, and they were kind enough to offer us our food free of charge, 

which we accepted with glad hearts. We each had a very high-quality break-

fast of eggs, hashbrowns, french toast, sausage and bacon, and coffee...Oh 

and of course, the best chocolate milk I've had on this trip...Perhaps 

ever...Good heavens, I'd better stop there before I head back to Winnipeg. 

They even offered us sandwiches for the road, which worked well with the 

fact that we would likely eat again soon, so we thanked them as much as 

we could and headed out into an 87 mile day into Falcon Lake...Straight into 

a headwind on the great plains. 

 Oh what heartbreak! Luckily the road only maintained such an unfor-

giving angle for about 25 miles before it headed in a more northeasterly di-

rection towards our destination, which gave us a wonderful cross/tailwind. 

We made great time the rest of the way, not to mention the sense of accom-

plishment we felt when we passed the sign for the longitudinal mid-point of 

Canada. The plains transitioned into lake country as we opened our stride a 

bit in the closing miles, happily pedaling the slight downhills of the Trans-

Canada just before Falcon Lake. We arrived in town and followed our day's 

end ritual of jokes over chocolate milk before heading on to our host's 

home, a beautiful cabin-style house secluded from the somewhat touristy 

hubbub of downtown. We ate some spaghetti for dinner, put on the movie 

"Closer," which was way more emotionally intense than anything that we 

were ready for, planned our route through Ontario, and went to bed. What a 

day, and what a night. 
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JASON’S JOURNAL 

At the rest stop, Eric and I had an emotional discussion about his frustrations with the 

late starts, which led to my own frustrations about his lack of preparation/fitness, which 

led to his feeling isolated with my talking about riding buddies back home, which led to 

my feeling isolated about his talking about buddies back at Sewanee, which led to a dis-

cussion about a scheduling solution, which turned into frustrated tears on the bike, which 

gave us time to cool off and think, which led to a great talk at our destination in Falcon 

Lake.”  

ERIC’S JOURNAL 

“At the rest stop, Jay and I had a huge argument...We left the rest stop each of us crying 
silently.  We now owe each other a beer.” [See blog post on bets, Day 19] 

Looking back... 

―That day was so hard.  That was the first time I was forced to accept that my 

best friend of several years and I didn’t really know each other anymore.  It 

was like mourning a death.  If I had had any foresight, I might have been ex-

cited about the fact that I would thereafter be presented with many opportuni-

ties to get to know one of my all-time favorite people all over again, and on the 

adventure of a lifetime no less. 

 ―In the morning I made some eggs that the two Eric’s (our host’s son’s 

name was Eric, too) and I would eat along with some wonderful cinnamon 

rolls.  It was delicious.  Our host, Theresa, talked with me in mid egg-

scramble about what we were raising money for, and she ended up writing us 

a check for $100, which was fantastic, though at that moment it only re-

minded me how our fundraising had stalled since we actually began the ride.  

We took our time getting ready, reveling in the fact that we only had 38 miles 

to ride today.‖  - Jason 
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D a y   19 
Falcon Lake, MB, to Kenora, Ontario 

Distance:  37 miles ( 60  km) 

Where we slept: Free stay at the Super 8. 

Eric reporting from 

Kenora in....Ontario! 3 

provinces down, 3 more to go. Ontario 

is certainly the widest of the provinces, 

we will be careening over its rolling hills 

and falling into its thousands of lakes 

for the next 11 days. There was a wel-

coming committee of black bears 

awaiting us at the border, which was a 

good sign that this province would kick 

some serious sore butt. 

B L O G 
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From Jason: The night 

faded into today, as nights 

do, and there was work to 

be done. We ate some 

breakfast, received a very 

generous donation from 

our host, and took our 

sweet time getting ready 

for one of the shortest 

days of the trip, a fantastically relaxing and, as it turned out, beautiful 37 

miles into Kenora...Effectively a rest day. We crossed the border into On-

tario and truly appreciated the wonderful change of scenery....A delightful 

vacation from the horrifying monotony of the prairies. Oh, how we take a 

tree or two for granted. 

We are now safely in Kenora, posted up at the Super 8, and now that I 

have seen today's stage of the Tour de France, I am ready for bed. 

 

 

 

ERIC’S JOURNAL 

“Welcome to Bearadise!!!” 
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But before I go, we have a few fun things to discuss: 

 

Adaptations to a life riding through prairies all day: 

- Beer bets. That is to say, a list of "fouls" one might commit on a cross-

country journey, and each one requires the offender to do penance in the 

form of buying one beer for his friend. Examples: First one to cry (we broke 

even, crying at the same time), first to get a flat (Jason might as well buy 

Eric a 12-pack), first to crash, first to smooch a Canadian (Jason gave Eric 3-

1 odds), a long list of Tour de France bets, first to vomit, etc. 

- Trading 5 mile pulls in the wind, giving the day structure, and providing us 

with interim goals. 

- Counting Ground Squirrel carcasses (like counting sheep...There are as 

many as you can possibly imagine) 

- Getting flat tires and accepting the fact that you will be riding on 50 psi for 

a long time. 

- Stopping and eating PB and J's. 

- Singing all of Michael Jackson's hits...Over and over, the way they were 

meant to be heard. 

- Water 

- A delightful in-tent camping game where, provided that you are bored 

enough, you open the flap for a count of 5 seconds, close the flap, and go to 

war with all the mosquitoes that made it inside. 

 

The top conversation points on this trip, in order of frequency: 

- "This wind sucks." 

- "My butt hurts." - Eric 

- "PB and J break?" - Whoever gets to it first. 

- "Matthew Kanagy is awesome." 

- "I don't care if he's crazy, Michael Jackson is incredible." 

- "I understand your claim that the modern religious climate in America ren-

ders its populace susceptible to philosophical fallacy, but I maintain global 

economic trends indicate that..." 

- "I hope we don't have to pay for this..." 

 

Animal sightings: - More black bears! A dead fox! People! 
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Number one goal of this trip: 

BUILD THAT SCHOOL. Everyone get involved! 

 

A brief message to the good people at Bob's Bicycle Shop: 

Hey guys! I received your hello from my mother, and I just wanted to take 

the opportunity to say hello back! Rod, thanks for the call, its nice to get the 

support. Brad, I think its safe to say that we opened it up a couple of times 

out here. Brett, your ears are pierced. Everyone else, eat a lot of Moe's for 

me...Lauren is mercifully exempt. - J 

 

I hope everyone is doing great, and we will be back for more soon! Night! 

 

- Jason  

 

David LaMotte said...  

 
Troy said...  

 
richard said...  

 

You guys are my HEROS! Rock on with your bad selves. I visited Chacaya week be-

fore last and they are so excited to meet you when we can get you down to Guatemala 

to see what you did.  

Pictures soon. ;-) 

Bros. You are sorely missed! Can't wait to see you all soon. You are both in 

my prayers. God Speed. 

Hello Fellas. Richard from Winnipeg hear. I was thinking of you two today so 

I thought I would say hi along with my thoughts. It is a great thing you guys 

are doing, well done.  

Stay safe, may the wind be at your back. Take care, Rich. 

http://www.blogger.com/profile/13126097107262754150
http://www.blogger.com/profile/13397195970297333336
http://www.blogger.com/profile/03021164111418530125
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ERIC’S JOURNAL 

“[Outside of a gas station] 
A large Native American man walks up to us with 2 24-packs under his arms. 
Man: „Fuck.  Where you guys trekikin‟ to, eh?‟ 
Eric: „From Vancouver to the Atlantic.‟ 
Man: „Oh...you guys look….good.  You look like you‟re in shape….well, have fun.‟ 
Jason: „Have fun with your beers!‟ 
Man [sighing dramatically, walking away]: „I can‟t, when I look at you guys.‟” 

JASON’S JOURNAL 

“What a terrific evening!  Tomorrow we leave for Dryden, and we take aim at reestablish-

ing a rhythm.”  

D a y   20 
Kenora, ON, to Dryden, ON 

Distance:  90 miles ( 145  km) 

Where we slept: Couchsurfing, again amazing. 

Today officially marks the halfway point of our trip. Roughly 

2,000 miles down in 20 days, an equal distance and num-

ber of days to go. Another beautiful ride through the unbelievable lake-

splattered landscape of western Ontario brought us to the town of Dryden, 

where Kate and James have blown us away with their generous hospitality 

(I'm talking ICE CREAM, people. ICE 

CREAM.) 

 

We still stand at the halfway point of 

our fundraising goal; we still have 

$10,000 to go. That school is only half

-built! I sincerely hope you will share 

these pictures with your friends and 

family; inspire them to inspire others! 

B L O G 
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Pictures from Chacaya!!!  

~Readers:  

I'm almost too excited to type. We just received word from David 

LaMotte, who just returned from a visit Chacaya in Guatemala. He 

has visited the beautiful village alongside Lake Atitlan several 

times, but this time he was surprised with the CONSTRUCTION 

SITE OF A NEW SCHOOL BUILDING!!! After visiting the children still 

meeting for school in makeshift classrooms on the lake's edge, he 

had a tour of the site for the new school, the new school being built 

by your donations, your support, and your encouragement! ... 

These pictures came as the most inspirational, supportive surprise 

to Jason and me; this is real. The people of Chacaya are thrilled 

with the progress, and they are unbelievably appreciative of all the 

people up in North America who have worked to make a world of  

Looking back... 

 Our hosts and our stay in Dryden were the pinnacle of the western 

half of the trip for me; rather like a gorgeous view of a great canyon before 

somebody sneaks up behind you and pushes you in.  They had a locally-

caught walleye dinner waiting for us when we arrived, complete with potatoes, 

carrots, and salad before an ice cream and brownie desert, and while we ate 

they shared a little about what their two daughters were doing in the world:  

One had raised $15,000 to build a school and a fish farm for a village in 

Ghana, where she was teaching at the time, and the other was working at a 

fishing camp in the Northwest Territory after a stint in Peru and some time 

working disaster relief in Asia.  I had already begun to think that that sort of 

philanthropic focus was something that I wanted to play a big roll in my life, 

but something about that evening’s conversation really put a hunger in me.  I 

saw for the first time just how many chances there were to help people, even 

in the most general sense, and how hands-on opportunities often only re-

quired a commitment of time and energy.  I was so inspired.  So ready.  I 

wanted to start the next project right then; a project that now, a year and a 

half later, I still have not begun.  There is a deep sadness in my heart for hav-

ing numbed the feeling I had that night   

          - Jason 

http://canadacrossing08.blogspot.com/2008/07/pictures-from-chacaya.html
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difference in their community. I can't believe how far along the construction 

has come! The vision of a permanent structure for generations of Mayan 

children is realizing itself as we speak. Thanks to you all. 

 These photos remind us of the reason for 12-hour days of riding, 

swarms of Saskatchewan mosquitoes, black bear encounters, being away 

from family for the summer (A quick hello-and-I-miss-you to everyone at my 

family's reunion!), knocking on strangers' doors for places to sleep and Eric's 

loss of 15 lbs since the start of the trip! And of course, what these photos 

portray add immensely to the beauty and meaning of Manitoba's unbeliev-

able sunsets, British Columbia's glacial valleys, and our races with ante-

lopes across Saskatchewan's prairies. 

 Half-way to our goal, a school half-built, the dreams of an entire vil-

lage and two sunburned guys half-realized. 

 Please, keep it up, and thank you. -E  

 

Seth said...  

 
Mike said...  

 
Anonymous said...  

 

15 lbs. yowww (in my most Potter—like accent). I'm sending the site onto my family in hopes 

that they might contribute to your goal. Part of me envies your insane ride, but most of me 

cannot believe how much butt you guys are kicking and how I would have retired long ago. 

Keep on rocking! 

Felicidades!! Half-way babeeeee! Everybody is cheering for you! Did I say Everybody? I 

meant EVERYBODY!!! We are so proud of you both!!  

      -Eric's mom and dad 

But wait! there's more! -- a Haiku for you: 

Two guys and a school   /    Halfway across Canada   /   Biking all the way 

Eric & Jason,  

Y'all keep up the peddling. It is so cool to see the pictures of the school being built. What an 

awesome project!   We are thinking of you all the time and hoping your trip continues to be 

excellent.  

  Love,     Aunt Mary and Uncle Norman 

http://www.blogger.com/profile/15224799294718068927
http://www.blogger.com/profile/08834040837470382360
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From David LaMotte’s blog: www.worldchanging101.com 
 

 So THIS is exciting… It’s not often that you get to visit ―before‖ and ―after‖ 

in the same day. 

 On Thursday Caroline, Alan and I caught a boat across the lake to visit the 

village of Chacaya, where the public school has been holding classes in makeshift 

rooms on rented land for the 135 students who attend there. An organization 

called Sharing the Dream helped the school buy some land last year, and they are 

now at work building a new school building on that land. 

This is not the boat we came on, but was a beautiful one on the shore that we 

passed walking up from the lake. 

        
When we visited, they were having classes in those makeshift rooms, and we got 

to visit the new school under construction as well.  Here is the current school: 

            
. 

http://picasaweb.google.com/davidlamotte/Chacaya/photo
http://picasaweb.google.com/davidlamotte/Chacaya/photo
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And here’s the new one under construction: 

                        

                        

http://picasaweb.google.com/davidlamotte/Chacaya/photo
http://picasaweb.google.com/davidlamotte/Chacaya/photo
http://picasaweb.google.com/davidlamotte/Chacaya/photo
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 It was particularly moving to be there, though, knowing that two recent col-

lege grads from Florida were riding across Canada to raise money for this school at 

the same time that we were walking through it. Eric Keen and Jason Haney are avid 

cyclists and best friends, and they’re having a big impact on this little village 

they’ve never visited. 

 Jason and Eric left on June 18 to cycle all the way across Canada, about 

100 miles a day, with the goal of raising $20,000 for this school in a village they’ve 

never seen. When we visited Chacaya they were on Day 2 of their 40 day trip. As I 

write this, they are half way to their goal, both literally and figuratively. They’re half 

way across Canada, and they’ve raised about $10,000. If you want to follow their 

progress and send them a note of encouragement, check out their blog or their 

web site. This video they made is a nice introduction to them and their ride, too. 

If you want to help them get to their goal, by the way, you can donate (tax de-

ductibly) at the PEG web site. As with all PEG projects, 100% of donations go di-

rectly to the project. In this case, though, the guys are taking a pretty big hit person-

ally to do this ride, so if you would like for a part of your donation to help them 

cover their expenses, send a note with your donation to let me know and I’ll divide 

it accordingly. 

 These guys really inspire me. They just graduated from college and they’re 

spending the summer raising money for a school in a poor village in Guatemala. 

They know it’s not naive to think they can change the world. They’re doing it.‖ 

ERIC’S JOURNAL 

“I can say that this was the most enjoyable day so far.” 

http://www.canadacrossing08.blogspot.com/
http://www.canadacrossing08.org
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BUWK2bOa3-M&eurl=http://www.canadacrossing08.blogspot.com/
http://www.pegpartners.org
http://picasaweb.google.com/davidlamotte/Chacaya/photo
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D a y   21 
Dryden, ON, to English River, ON 

Distance:  95 miles ( 154  km) 

Where we slept: Wet camping outside of the only motel in town. 

I woke up that morning with a fever, which was great, and 

we left our fantastic hosts' home rather late, having been 

sucked into the drama unfolding that morning on the roads of the Tour de 

France, but not so late that we were doomed from the start, and headed 

east to begin our pursuit of the Quebec border in earnest. The roads were 

nice enough. At that time, we were just begin-

ning to feel the undulations of the toes of the 

foothills of the Canadian Shield, a now weath-

ered, ancient mountain range in east/central 

Canada that may well be the oldest in the 

world, and the rolling hills and twisting roads 

were extremely refreshing having recently 

come out of the long, tiresome plains of Mani-

toba, Saskatchewan, and western Alberta. We 

had a light headwind, which is never fun, but we just kept chipping away at 

the distance and tried to stay motivated. One of the things that you learn 

on a trip like this is that when looking at a map, a name and a dot on the 

map does not necessarily mean civilization...Especially not in Ontario. 

When we left Dryden, we unknowingly dove into vast nothingness. It was 

really tough to find water along the route, which all you bike riders know is 

rather a bad thing, and it can be a real downer to ride that far and not 

even have the option of a stop for a snack. We were basically depressed 

by the end of the trip, and Eric had to shoulder a lot of the work on the ride 

after my sickness had drained me of strength. It began to rain in the after-

noon and we made the decision to camp as soon as we had the option 

which, according to the map, was a place called English River, which was a 

closed motel, a closed store/restaurant, and a lot of construction workers 

hanging out and frying the day's catch of fish. We set up nonetheless and 

got some sleep after 95 or so miles.  -Jason 

B L O G 
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ERIC’S JOURNAL 

“Today I will take the time.” 

ERIC’S JOURNAL 

“‟Live as if you were to die tomorrow. Learn as if you were to 
live forever.‟ - Gandhi” 
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ERIC’S JOURNAL 

“[While cooking noodles.]   
Eric:  „The Wind.  It can be your best friend, or your worst enemy. Just like a woman.‟ 
Jason: „...A woman who turns out to be a man.‟” 

D a y   22 
English River, ON, to Thunder Bay, ON 

Distance:  119 miles (193  km) 

Where we slept: CouchSurfing at TB’s CS HQ! 

One of our only signs of life 

in that area! Thunder Bay is 

an inexplicably large city of 500,000 people 

tucked into the northwest corner of Lake 

Superior, 115 miles southeast of our camp-

site in English River. We rode 30 miles in 

the morning to the next little town, where a 

restaurant was available, and we ate break-

fast and brushed our teeth and took stock of what needed to be done. I 

was still sick, and we were both pretty tired. We were going to have to deal 

with a crosswind on the southbound portion of the route, and a strong one 

at that, but we were going to turn east into Thunder Bay with about 15 

miles to go, so we were excited about having the tailwind for that. Around 

the corner where we made that left-hander to the east was a place called 

Kakabeka Falls, an extremely impressive waterfall, which was quite a sight 

for tired eyes. We spent a little bit of time there appreciating the falls, then 

headed into town where we set up for the night with a couch-surfer.  

B L O G 

JASON’S JOURNAL 

We stayed at a college student mad house, and it was a little tough to sleep due to the 

pulsing beat, but over all it was OK.  We also had our 3rd free Boston Pizza experience, 

which was really great, and during which we had a conference call with David LaMotte... 
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D a y   23 
Thunder Bay, ON,, to Rossport, ON 

Distance:  85 miles (137 km) 

Where we slept: Camping at a playground near the Great Lake. 

This is where civilization 

and hope disappears. 

Rossport was a long ways off down a 

road that undulated rather intensely all 

along the water's edge, and into a very 

strong headwind. It took all day. Allllll 

day. Sore butts, 

people. I was a little 

bit healthier after having rested well in the Bay, but a 

full recovery was going to be made impossible by up-

coming conditions. Eric did a great job sharing the 

workload in the wind with my weakened self, and he 

did so quietly while he was dealing with his increas-

ingly burdened hind-quarters. Tough kid. We camped 

again in Rossport, and by the evening's end a cold 

front had moved in. In the middle of the night a 

storm announced its presence, and the rain started  

ERIC’S JOURNAL 

“Very high winds, sometimes with us, a huge help, other times not at all, a huge damper.  
It‟s just the NOISE, the pounding of air in my ears, I HATE it., it does the same thing to 
me a frat party does, and I just don‟t want to be a part of it…” 

B L O G 

JASON’S JOURNAL 

“The ebb and flow of our fortunes has been difficult to bear.  

I am really hoping for a change sometime soon.”  
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coming down, abusing the things that we hadn't water-proofed. It made for a 

cold, sad morning. But hey! We were camped right on the shores of the lake 

and before the storm painted the world grey, it was a beautiful sight! That 

was good stuff. 

JASON’S JOURNAL 

“There was a lot of climbing out of town, and eventually a lot of road construction on the 

climbs, until the mess became impassible.  We had to hitch a ride to Nipogen, where the 

road supposedly was no longer being worked on, with an awesome French-Canadian trucker 

who barely spoke English, but had a great attitude.  It was my first Semi-Truck experience; 

very educational and very fun.” 
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D a y   24 
Rossport, ON, to White River, ON 

Distance:  125 miles (203  km) 

Where we slept:  We rented a guesthouse at half price. 

125ish miles! Its fine to do 125 miles in one day. No prob-

lem. But after those two previous days, and after the dis-

tances we had covered prior to this day, and with the now consistent 

headwind, it was tough! There was really only one place that we could stop 

for food along the route as well, a place called Marathon, which was right 

near the mid-point. We ate breakfast 20km down the road from Rossport 

at a neighboring town called Schrieber, and then we headed out. The roll-

ing hills were starting to get bigger now. The road between Schrieber and 

Marathon was all hills and no rest. Stupid 65 pound bikes. The scenery 

was gorgeous though. Lakes everywhere. Wildlife. Not a soul in sight. It 

was perfect when we could focus on it. We made it to Marathon, the only 

place we could stop for food, and ate at the one restaurant by the highway 

(Marathon is actually 5km off the highway, a distance we weren't willing to 

add to the schedule). The food was low in quality and quantity, and high in 

price. Lame. After the pseudo-snack we headed out on a 55 mile push to 

our destination with nothing in between. It was tough, but it seemed to go 

faster than I thought it would, which was nice. We were in White River by 

sunset. It was extremely cold that 

night, the coldest its been yet, and 

our camping gear was still wet 

from Rossport, so camping was not 

an option, and the two motels in 

town were both completely full! We 

went to a burger place to eat and 

think things over, and the next 

thing we  

B L O G 

JASON’S JOURNAL 

“Sick or not.  Cold and miserable or not.  We made it.  207 km, and we made it.”  
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knew the manager was going for a drive to find a couple he knew with a 

cabin that they would rent out for the night. The town was so small that he 

had finished his search in 10 minutes, and they pulled up to the restaurant 

right behind him. We followed them up the road to their cabin and got set 

up. There was even a heating vent right in the hallway floor for us to lay the 

tent on. We got a good night's rest, and we 

got to dry out all of our stuff. It doesn't get 

much better. Oh wait, yes it does. White River 

is the original home of Winnie the Pooh! How 

you ask? Wasn't A. A. Milne from London, 

England, you say? Well yes, Mr. Milne and his son Christopher Robin Milne 

were from London, but before Winnie became the beloved character of so 

many a children's story, he was a real bear. An enlisted man in the Canadian 

army had purchased a young black bear in White River and named the bear 

Winnie, in honor of his home in Winnipeg, Manitoba. When he shipped off 

over seas during the war, the bear was given to the London zoo on loan. 

Five years later, the loan was made permanent, and Winnie the bear be-

came a favorite attraction for many visitors to the zoo, including Milne and 

his son. There you have it. White River's claim to fame. Needless to say, Eric 

was freaking out. 

ERIC’S JOURNAL 

“I can fume, man.  I can FUME.” 
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Another long one, and again with the headwind, only this 

time the hills were officially the Canadian Shield, so they 

were getting bigger. The first half of the trip was between White River and a 

town called Wawa, with virtually nothing in between, and the same can be 

said for the road between Wawa and Agawa Bay.  

D a y   25 
White River, ON, to Agawa Bay, ON 

Distance:  112 miles ( 181 km) 

Where we slept: Camping in National Park campground (full 

price) 

 

JASON’S JOURNAL 

Breakfast is going to be so great!  Remember that change of fortune?  The ebb and flow?  

This is why its good to stay positive.  There‟s always change down the road.  

B L O G 
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Up and down we went all the way into 

Wawa, where we stopped for lunch and 

picked up so camping food for that night. 

Once we had stocked up, we shoved off 

and headed south through Lake Superior 

Provencial Park, a 50 or so mile stretch 

that ended with a campground at Agawa 

Bay. The ride was again very time con-

suming, and finishing that type of 

a day is all a matter of patience, 

and for Eric a matter of lasting 

longer than his butt. Which he was 

able to do. We arrived in Agawa in 

the early evening hours, and our 

campground was right on the lake 

again, only this time we had made 

it all the way around to the eastern 

shores. The lake was beautifully 

serene, and the sunset was spec-

tacular. The Lake Superior area 

has been one of the most breath-

taking regions we have been to...It 

would have been so much better if 

it didn't have its own weather sys-

tem, bent on destruction. That 

night it rained. Only a little bit 

compared to out night in 

Rossport, but this time there 

was a lot of thunder and light-

ning. That sort of noise 

makes for interesting at-

tempts at sleeping. It had passed when we woke up though, and we pre-

pared ourselves for the day at hand. 
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JASON’S JOURNAL 

I am apprehensive about the remainder of the trip... Two more really long days of physical 

taxation wrapped up in the anxiety about our rigid schedule that seems to permeate 

through every day and every moment of this trip across Canada... I hope I hold up.  I 

believe I‟m strong enough.  I believe it so thoroughly.  I just hope I‟m right.  This is no 

experiment.  This is experience, and there is no room for error.  

 

So these are the days of evolution.  I feel myself changing, adapting, improving with every 

trying time we find here in the north, and I wonder now, having been presented with the 

undeniable nature of change, who I will be when I‟m done.  I hope for a bigger heart.  

The bike is where I work on me, but I want the heart off the bike.  When I‟m not riding I 

want to live a life of service, and to do so with humility… will go a long way in allowing 

me to live and learn fully.   

 

…Time to get started.”  

ERIC’S JOURNAL 

“There is nothing wrong . . . But 
there is something more.” 
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D a y   26 
Agawa Bay, ON, to Sault St. Marie, ON 

Distance:  85   miles ( 138 km) 

Where we slept: Super 8 motel (employee discount) 

The ride out of Lake Supe-

rior Provencial Park took 

us farther south to our next big sign of civi-

lization in the Soo, as it is called around 

here (Sault is pronounced Soo, so don't act 

like a tourist and strut around these parts 

saying, "Salt."). It was another headwind 

day, and one of the worst ones yet at that, 

and the hills were still quite intense. All of 

the obstacles ended up cutting the day 

short, as we had planned on riding into 

Thessalon, about 30 miles past the Soo, but ended up stopping in the city 

and making up the mileage the next day. Getting to the city was pretty 

great. We ate at a Boston Pizza again, which you can never get enough of, 

and set up in a Super 8 motel. Good food. Good rest. Good stop. 

ERIC’S JOURNAL 

“On my legs: They are useless lumps.  Thick. Saturated. We rode to a service station and 
got some eggs and toast.  The conditions were so miserable, we had a one hour conversa-
tion about whether to hitch to Sault St. Marie.  We eventually decided to hitch.  SO HARD.  
SO TOUGH.  Very conflicted.  Is this pride or determination?  Stupid, or responsible?  Cow-
ardice, or wisdom?  I wish there were a PROTOCOL. For these decisions.  What would John 
Benson do?  To whom do I need to justify these decisions?  YOU come out here and ride 
2,400 miles in 23 days, then decide to go out there on those bikes, with these legs, on 
those hills, in this wind.   
So we got out there and stuck out our thumbs.  But no one came by.  An hour passed.  
Then, 
the sun came out.  So we rode, 120 km more to Sault St. Marie, tough and long.  Jason 
pulled 90% of the time.” 

B L O G 
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D a y   27 
Sault St. Marie, ON to Espanola, ON 

Distance:  152 miles ( 246  km) 

Where we slept:  Pineview Motor Inn, no discount. 

JASON’S JOURNAL 

“But we are done, and after another great free chicken and feta cheese pizza from Boston 

Pizza we have shifted into recovery mode, which my achilles need desperately after being 

tenderized by 77 miles on the front today, often uphill and always into a headwind.  I‟m 

starting to hate riding in Ontario after our run of luck, and I certainly hate Lake Superiors 

local weather system, which seems to operate independent of planet Earth... and mercy in 

general.  I can‟t wait to get to Quebec.” 
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We woke 

up re-

freshed, 
and finally with a tailwind! 

And it couldn’t have come 

a day sooner, as we had a 

150 mile day lined up. We 

got out of town in a 
timely manner and 

started knocking off the 

miles and a very healthy 

pace. I was finally starting to feel better, and it ended up being a 

great day with some fantastic scenery. The farther east we went, 

the more the hills calmed down, and 
the faster the ride moved forward. 

When all was said and done it was 

8:15 pm, the sun was out, we were 

done with the 150, and we had aver-

aged 19 mph. 
Pretty good with 

heavy bikes and 

tired legs. Spirits 

were up again! 

Eric's butt was 
hurting, but other 

than that it was all 

thumbs up. 
 

JASON’S JOURNAL 

“Ahh MOSQUITOES EVERYWHERE!”  

JASON’S JOURNAL 

“Luck seemed to shift though, and fortune handed us a hearty tailwind, which set speed to 

our wheels.”   

B L O G 
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D a y   28 
Espanola, ON, to North Bay, ON 

Distance:  123 miles (200 km) 

Where we slept: Fantastic dry CSing, dinner and Relaxation. 

Hello, friends and 

family! 

Yes, we are alive and on schedule, 

although there have been some 

close calls in the last several days 

when we were out of contact. So 

now that we have emerged from 

radio darkness on the far side of 

the moon, I'll tell you all what has 

been happening, and I will discuss a rather long streak of bad luck that 

was out of this world. 

 

I can't believe that we have been out of contact on this thing since Dryden! 

Do you know how far we've travelled since then? Do you know how much 

we've changed? That was 8 whole days ago! 875 miles! I don't even re-

member being the person I was way back in Dryden… 

 

Today, 120 miles!! That's right....270 miles in two days. And another tail-

wind, though this time it was a bit of a crosswind as well, so we didn’t 

move quite as fast as the day before. The roads were supremely treacher-

ous. Trucks whipping by. Gravel shoulder. Thermal cracks in the pavement 

every 10 feet. Oh man, it was a balancing act. Sometimes trucks like to 

assert themselves and remind lowly bike riders how awesome they are in 

their gigantic rigs by forcing us off the road or by shooting dangerous gaps 

between us and oncoming traffic, but we made it through the gauntlet un-

scathed, albeit a little shaken up. The last 20 miles were wet! The rain 

started coming down hard as we approached North Bay, and we arrived at 

our host's house last night looking like cold, drowned rats. She must've 

been so pleased to see us in such close proximity to her clean house.  

B L O G 
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She was very nice about it though, and we got warm showers and a great 

dinner before bed, so the day finished itself off very comfortably. Now we 

have a semi-rest day as we head south for aboot 65 miles to Magnetawan, 

were we will be staying with some friends before we turn east again tomor-

row. Better get started!  We hope that you all are doing well, and we miss 

you a great deal. Take care! 

 

- Jason 

 

PS (this is Eric's transcription of a conversation we had as we waited at a traffic 

light, about to turn east, out of the 7-day headwind between Thunder Bay and 

Sault-Ste. Marie. It's pretty typical of most of our dialogue on this trip): 

 

Eric: Oh, man, that tailwind is so close, I can taste it. I can taste it! 

Jason: I'm not sure you can taste tailwind. 

E: No, you can, and it tastes great. 

J (sticking out his tongue to test): Oh yeah, I guess you can. Mm. Delicious. 

E: I told you so. It's like butter. Butter, baby. 

J: I'd say it's more like water. 

E: OK, sure, it's like water. Watahhhh. Mmmm. 

[Jason doesn't say anything. A Pause.] 

E: That's the kind of conversation we should put on the blog. 

J: What is? 

E: That conversation. 

J: Which one? 

E: The one about tailwind, and how it tastes. 

J: Oh. You mean this one? 

E: Yeah, I guess we are still having it, eh?  

 

 

Jason's Mom said...  

 
Jason's sister said...  

I have read and re-read this blog and the tailwind conversation still cracks me up. 

Bravo. 

So good to get an update from you guys! Lots of us are following your progress and wait 

anxiously for blog updates. We're so proud of you both!!!! 
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D a y   29 
North Bay, ON, to Magnetawan, ON 

Distance:  65 miles ( 105  km) 

Where we slept: Above Ricky Candler’s boathouse on  

Lake Magnetawan. 

A supreme headwind did 

its darndest to keep us 

from the serenity and beauty of Ahmic 

Lake and the hospitality of the wonderful 

people in Magnetawan, but our willpower - 

and Jason`s spot-on pace-setting - over-

came the gods of wind, and we ended up 

having the most wonderful night of our trip 

thus far with the Candler family. I`m talk-

ing bathing in the lake, glorious glorious dinner with all the fixins, a 

_beautiful_ sunset (it made Eric`s top 10 list!), a beautiful night`s sleep, 

fantastic morning coffee on the dock, and a hearty breakfast with Ricky 

and his parents. Absolutely perfect, we had the hardest of times leaving. 

JASON’S JOURNAL 

Pretty sights and the foothills of the Canadian Shield range are all around.  We are a for-

tunate pair.”  

B L O G 
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JASON’S JOURNAL 

“So now we are up in Ricky‟s boathouse after and hour and a half of beer and good con-

versation between the three of us... and some Trivial Pursuit questions coupled with insight 

into the way Delta pilots like Ricky welcome new flight attendants.  (“Yes, we‟re starting to 

get pretty concerned up here.  We‟ve been going pretty fast, and we think we may have 

exceeded the Speed of Heat.  We need you to go feel all the windows and let us know 

exactly where they start to get hot.” And, “Sometimes we‟d put a fake mouse in one of 

their little kitchen drawers, under some napkins, or something else they‟d make a grab at.” 

And, possibly my favorite, “This is your cabin crew speaking.  If you look out the left side 

of the plane, you‟ll notice we‟re flying over a little town called „Wedlock.‟  Your flight atten-

dant today was born just outside of Wedlock.” ) Beautiful.  
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ERIC’S JOURNAL 

“Utterly beautiful.  Unbelievable!  Jason and I felt on top of the world.  
Swam in the lake with Ricky, and he broke his diving board. Oops!” 
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D a y   30 
Magnetawan, ON, to Whitney, ON 

Distance:  110 miles (178  km) 

Where we slept: A small hotel run by an Indian family gave us a 

free room, very much appreciated. 

We are, each of us, teachers.  
             What are you teaching? 
       --Kami Bruner 
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Magnetawan to Whit-

ney, 110 miles. We 

left Magnetawan on a enthusiastic 

high, rode through the beautiful-but-

hilly Algonquin Provincial Park, and 

ended up in Whitney, a small town 

renowned for its hospitality.  

ERIC’S JOURNAL 

“ „If you try to win, you might lose.  If you 
don‟t try to win, you lose for sure.‟ - Jens Voigt” 

B L O G 

JASON’S JOURNAL 

I tried really hard to soak up every moment with them in that place.  Everything was so 

great, and it made me homesick like crazy.  We snapped some photos with them out front 

and hugged our goodbyes.  We left town in a mixture of joyous enthusiasm and sadness at 

leaving such a place.  The Candlers are an amazing family.  What a ride, and what a great 

stop. 

 “I think we‟ve got about 70 or so miles to go, so I‟ll eat now and get to work 

again.  I‟m in love with meeting great people, and in love with loving hard.  Family is such 

a marvel… I can‟t wait to see mom and dad.” 
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ERIC’S JOURNAL 

“Rode fast and laughed into Huntsville...Jennifer Candler gave us dried mango and trail mix 
and I snacked on that all day.  Finished in good time, it was so weird.  No bonk, no rain, 
found a free motel, found a free meal.  Too good to be true. “ 

JASON’S JOURNAL 

“Eric smooth-talked us into an Inn where we are currently watching the Tour, much to the 

inn-keeper‟s wife‟s chagrin.  I wish we could win her over too.  No time.  Maybe a good 

letter?  She didn‟t speak English well, so the prize may already be lost.  After we put our 

bags in here, I led us over to the Musher‟s Restaurant where I did my part and talked a 

couple of excellent burgers into the vacant space in front of us.  Steve, the owner who 

approved our charity, came and sat with us, no doubt to investigate how genuine we were.  

He was a very nice guy, and we talked at length about traveling the world, foreign hospi-

tality, obnoxious American agendas hidden under the banner of the proliferation of democ-

racy, and how we do our part to try to make our lives count.  I love conversations like 

that...  

D a y   31 
Whitney, ON, to Arnprior, ON 

Distance:  110 miles (178  km) 

Where we slept: Quality Inn & Suites (no charge) 

ERIC’S JOURNAL 

“Woke up rested.  Ate at Shell diner, fantastic brekkie, ate for free!” 
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Today, we leaped off the 

Canadian shield and 

came just to the Ontario-Quebec Border. 

Another good tailwind, a beautiful sunny 

day, beautiful country side. Quality Inn 

and Suites was nice enough to put us up 

for the night, and the rest was very much 

appreciated. 

B L O G 

JASON’S JOURNAL 

“I was on the front the whole day, which means that I have pulled for 540 miles over 5 

days with no drafting.  Agh.  I can‟t wait for spaghetti.  Or sleep.  Both awesome.”  

JASON’S JOURNAL 

“We pressed on beyond our planned stop in Renfrew!  As well we ought to have.  85 miles 

won‟t cut the mustard these days, so we did 110 miles into Arnprior, right on the river 

that operates as the border between Ontario and Quebec.”  
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D a y   32 
Arnprior, ON, to Montebello, ON 

Distance:  75 miles (121  km) 

Where we slept: A hostel (full price) 

Arnprior to Montebello, 80 miles. Our planned distance for 

the day was 

much more ambitious than our 

achieved distance, due to 2 

factors: all-day Wind, and Gati-

neau. The second we crossed 

the ferry into Quebec, we were 

unable to hide anymore: we 

were dumb Americans who 

didn`t know a lick of French. 

Well, Jason had prepared a lit-

tle and could make it through a 

transaction with a gas station 

attendant, but Eric froze up like a deer in headlights and embarassed him-

self consistently throughout the day. Unable to ask directions and only 

able to guess at the meaning 

of road signs, we blundered 

our way through the insanely 

long city of Gatineau in a tor-

rential downpour, dodging 

puddles that were concealing 

cavernous potholes as city-

traffic regarded our existence 

with indifference, and sometimes malice. It literally took us 2.5 hours to 

get through that darn city, and convinced us to stop in Montebello for the 

night. While the low mileage was disappointing, we were delighted that we 

had managed to reach our filthiest point of the trip. 

JASON’S JOURNAL 

“The roads today were awful too.  Don‟t let me 

forget that.  Truly terrible, throughout the 3 hours 

it took to get through the city of Gatineau.  Yuck.” 

B L O G 
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D a y   33 
Montebello, ON, to Sorel-Tracy, Quebec 

Distance:  113 miles (183  km) 

Where we slept: Beautiful CouchSurfing (local ice cream!) 

We`ve made it to our 

second to last province. 

We are about to start out day 3 of our 

riding days in Quebec. Today, we go 

from Sorel-Tracy, right on the Ste. 

Laurent River, to Quebec City, a beauti-

ful walled city currently celebrating its 

400th anniversary; I`m sure we will 

have some stories to tell about our time there. 

 

Since we last updated the 

blog, we`ve had some ut-

terly amazing days, and 

some hard days. It seems 

like there is no in between 

on this trip - either you have 

a tailwind, the sun is out 

and the birds are chirping, 

or it rains all day and the 

wind keeps pushing you 

into traffic. 

 

Today: THIS was what a rid-

ing day in Quebec was sup-

posed to be like. Beautiful 

cumulus clouds in the sky, 

rolling, wild fields alongside 

the highway, gorgeous  

 

 

B L O G 
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small towns with large, ancient church steeples standing out on the horizon, 

and old men on horse-driven carriages slowing down traffic. It was almost 

too perfect to be real, but Eric`s sore butt reminded him consistently of the 

actuality of the experience. A ferry ride over the river landed us back on the 

south side of the Ste. Laurent River, and into the town of Sorel-Tracy. But 

the highlight of the day: Meeting Eric`s sister, Sara, in Lachute for break-

fast! Another wonderful familiar face, Sara brought gifts of Skittles and 

shaving razors, and a really nice breakfast in which we caught up and re-

gailed her with stories from our bike travels. Our delightful visit with Sara set 

us on an enthusiastic pace towards Sorel.  

 

Gotta hit the road! Another update will come from Quebec City! -Eric  

 

PS. For you French Speakers out there, looking for a laugh: we have done you the courtesy 

of translating a selection of this blog entry into French using one of those awful online 

translating tools! Here we go: 

 

―Le jour 32 : Montebello à Sorel-Tracy. 113 miles. CECI était ce qu'un jour voyageant dans 

Québec a été supposé pour être comme. …[for the sake of space, much is omitted here]

……. Notre visite charmante avec la série de Sara nous sur un rhythme enthousiaste vers 

Sorel.   Gotta a frappé la route ! Une autre mise à jour avec est venu de la ville de québec`` 

 

PPS. Now, for you English speakers looking for a laugh, we have taken that awful transla-

tion, and used the same online service to translate it BACK to English. Here we Go!: 

 

``The day 32: Montebello to sorel-tracy. 113 miles. THIS was what a day traveling in Que-

bec was supposed to be as. The beautiful cumulus jumbles in the sky, rolling, the wild fields 

next to the road, the small magnificent cities with the steeples of big and old churches be-

ing held of out to the horizon, and old man on the harnesses horse drive slowing down the 

circulation. It was almost too perfect to be true, but Eric`s boils it painful recalled it uni-

formly reality of the experience. An excursion in ferry on the river landed supports us on the 

side of the south of the Ste. The River of Laurent, and in the sorel-tracy city. But the bulk of 

the day: The sister of Eric`s of meeting, Sara, in Lachute for the breakfast! Another wonder-

ful familiar face, Sara brought gifts of razors of Candlepins and rasage, and a really pleas-

ant breakfast in which took us in top and regailed she with the histories of our trips of bicy-

cle. Our visit charming with the series of Sara we on a rhythme enthusiast towards Sorel.  

 

Gotta hit the road! Another updated with came from the city of Quebec!  
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JASON’S JOURNAL 

“I‟m still in love with experience, in love with my day dreams, in love with people, in love 

with friendship, in love with family, in love with being in love, en route to Quebec City.  

I‟m freaking out, bursting at the seems, unsure of what it all means, hungry for a moment 

or an hour or a day or a lifetime of understanding.  I want to travel more!  So much to 

see.  So much to learn and teach, to give and take, more, more, more.  Never enough.  

Satisfaction is failure, an illusion, a lapse in focus, a denial of hunger.”  

Be sure to update us on the Paul McCartney concert in Quebec City! 

J's mom said...  
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D a y   34 
Sorel-Tracy, QC, to Levis, QC 

Distance:  128 miles ( 207  km) 

Where we slept: CouchSurfing at the wonderful home of  

Beautiful Barbara! 

Vive Quebec!!! 

 

Bonjour, bonjour! 

 

Yes, we are in Quebec City. To be more 

specific, we are in the town of Levis, 

right across the Fleuve Saint-Laurent 

from the fortified citadul that is Quebec 

City, one of the only and oldest walled 

cities in North America, and one of the 

most beautiful cities I have ever seen.  

B L O G 
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So we arrived in Levis at 6:45pm after a heartbreaking day 

of potholes and headwind for 128 miles, and by 8pm we 

were showered, fed and situated at our couchsurf-

ers`place. From Levis`shore, we could feel the pulsating 

energy emanating from the city: this year marks the 400th 

anniversary of Quebec City, and every night this year, a 

huge celebration goes down in the Place d`Arms. Tonight 

was a special treat: Paul McCartney was playing the city a 

birthday concert!  

 

We watched the sun set on the glowing city as we crossed 

the river via ferry and made our way up the winding, snak-

ing cobblestone streets to the centre-ville. Quebec City was 

a madhouse. We followed the noise until we came upong 

Paul McCartney`s audience, and right as we approached 

Paul came out on stage and began his set, and the Cana-

dians went CRAZY. I`ve never seen so many people in one 

place before. We stood and watched the concert for a 

while, then strolled down the Rue Principale and observed 

the city life with some live Paul McCartney as a back-

ground soundtrack. Eric ate a McFlurry. It was beautiful. 

 

After another beautiful ferry ride back to Levis, we met up 

with our couchsurfer, got to know eachother and played 

music together; this fabulous woman (who is making us 

crepes as we speak, bless her, bless her) we are staying 

with is an expert accordionist. The music was grand! A 

beautiful night`s rest followed, and we are currently prepping ourselves to 

get out into the headwind again. Only 5 days of riding left. 5 days. 

 

Acrobate said...  

 

Hey! I'm the couchsurfer crepe maker... Just to tell everybody: these guys 

are WONDERFULLY BEAUTIFUL, in all ways! 

Hope we stay in touch... Barbara XXX 

http://www.blogger.com/profile/02419579710322792480
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ERIC’S JOURNAL 

“God, I love travel.  I travel to think.  I have 
to love it, if it is during travel that I have 
thoughts like this.  The „price‟ to pay!” 
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JASON’S JOURNAL 

“Paul was on his game, and it was great.  Restlessness 

eventually got the better of us as it often does, so we 

walked around the Centre-Ville, which proved to be a 

great idea.  It was so immensely impressive, and we had 

Sir Paul McCartney playing a live soundtrack to our ca-

rousing.  It doesn‟t get much better.  I wanted to spend 

an age in that place, but we were exhausted from the 

130 miles we rode that day and had recently decided 

that we would not take a rest day in Levis as we had 

initially intended, so we had to go back across the river 

to rest.  What a city, and what an experience.” 
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Paul McCartney’s 

Set List 

1. Jet 

2. Drive My Car 

3. Only Mama Knows 

4. All My Loving 

5. Flaming Pie 

6. Got To Get You Into 

My Life 

7. Let Me Roll It 

(extended Foxy Lady 
jam) 

8. C Moon 

9. My Love 

10.Let Em In 

11.Fine Line 

12.The Long And Wind-

ing Road 

13.Dance Tonight 

14.Blackbird 

15.Calico Skies 

16.Follow The Sun 

17.Michelle 

18.Mrs Vanderbilt 

19.Eleanor Rigby 

20.Something 

21.A Day In A Life / 

Give Peace a Chance 

22.Good Day Sunshine 

23.Too Many People 

24.She Came in 

Through the Bath-
room Window 

25.Penny Lane 

26.Band On The Run 

27.Birthday 

28.Back In The USSR 

29.I've Got A Feeling 

(extended jam) 

30.Live And Let Die 

31.Let It Be 

32. Hey Jude 

Encore  

1. Lady Madonna 

2. Get Back 

3. I Saw Her Standing 

There 
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We left off in 

Levis, Que-

bec, at a high point on our 

journey, fresh off of a con-

cert by Paul McCartney and 

a wonderful experience with 

our host. In the morning we 

were treated to a king’s pile 

of homemade crepes with 

sugar and syrup, espresso, 

and fantastic conversation. It 

was a thoroughly wonderful stop on the route. Then we left Levis. 

 

The road out of town took us northeast along the western border of Maine, 

near the edge of the St. Lawrence River. We had planned on the next few 

days being exceedingly easy, as the route followed along with the Jet 

Stream perfectly, but unfortunately our timing was off, and the northeast 

was in for days upon days of storms, all of which were accompanied by 

extremely high winds...Perfectly opposite our direction. We tried to tell our-

selves it was alright on the way out of town as that day was originally sup-

posed to be a rest day, so we were making extra progress and setting our-

selves up for easy days to come, but by then we had lost our powers of 

prediction. We labored for 8 hours to put only 60 miles behind us. The rain 

was awful, and our spirits were worse. We stopped for the night in St. Jean 

Port Jolie. 

D a y   35 
Levis, QC, to St. Jean Port Jolie, QC 

Distance:  60 miles ( 97  km) 

Where we slept: Camping in the yard of a bartender, whose 

friend we met the previous day.  

B L O G 
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D a y   36 
St. Jean Port Jolie, QC, to Pohogenamekee, NB 

Distance:  85 miles ( 138 km) 

Where we slept: Small inn, half price. 

We woke up 

the next 

morning in a similar sce-

nario, except for the in-

creased rain, and the slightly 

more intense head wind. We 

had just 60 km to go until we 

turned east over the north-

ern tip of the U.S., so we 

were ready to simply tough it 

out up to that point, when we 

could turn out of the wind. It was a long, hard morning, and certainly diffi-

cult to stay positive, but we kept our heads up and made the turn east af-

ter several hours of laboring. It couldn’t have been timed more perfectly. 

Right when we made the turn, the clouds almost seemed to part, and the 

sun came out through a gap in the overcast sky. We enjoyed a short climb  

JASON’S JOURNAL 

“I was going insane in the wind today.  Seriously.  I was losing my grip.  13 mph and not 

a thing I could do about it.  I‟m still a little rattled by the frustration.” 

B L O G 

JASON’S JOURNAL 

“Tomorrow‟s another day, and another step toward home, full of hope and possibilities.  

Weather.com says that the wind will be very strong and right in our faces.  Oh good.  I‟ll 

cry.  Seriously, it will turn me into a hazard.  Show me the Jet Stream, please.  I‟m tired.  

Sleep.”  
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and 10 or so miles with what felt almost like a wind advantage, which of 

course wasn’t, but we had been so abused up to that point that we were 

willing to take anything we could get, and then the road kicked up towards 

the heavens with a 6 mile climb. All of the sudden we were going the same 

speed as we had been in that terrible wind. It was frustrating, but still nice 

to be battling a slightly different resistance. Then the rain came back. There 

seemed to be a storm caught in between the peaks of the Appalachians 

that we had been making our way into for a couple of hours, and pretty soon 

it was almost dark enough to be night time. Visibility was nil, and the drivers 

weren’t ready to react to two cyclists, much less be patient with them in 

such conditions. We found ourselves descending into our stop-town with car 

and truck horns blaring, dancing over pot-holes every 10 feet, with maybe 

50 meters of visibility and, at least in my case, almost no brakes. Scary 

situation no doubt, but hey, it keeps you focused, eh? 

 We found a place to stay and supplies at the local grocery store to 

make a pile of french toast...Which was fantastic. French toast is so good. 

So good. You should probably discontinue reading for a moment and make 

some. 

Looking back... 

On such a trying trip, spending every moment both sleeping and waking with 

your mate, there is an art to being a good partner.  It is an art I often fell far 

short of during the ride.  I remember a point on this day, after going through 

dozens of miles of rain and fog, that we happened upon a lone crepe booth 

alongside the highway.  We took refuge inside, and I was hollow.  I was utterly 

drained, and I remember frustrating Jason greatly with my listlessness, my 

silence, my tacit sadness.  I was doing nothing to bolster his spirits,  though 

due to his strength he was the one spending most of the time at the front.  

What does it mean to be a good partner on such a trip when teamwork is so 

vital?  What should you depend on that partner for?  What can fairly be asked 

of each other?  I don’t know the answers to these questions, but I certainly 

appreciate how important and complicated they are.          - Eric 
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JASON’S JOURNAL 

“My rear wheel was crazy out-of-true at the end of the ride yesterday, so I had to try to 

true it up a bit this morning, at which point I became aware of the fact that my rim had 

cracked at the base of several spokes.  Now it has to hold up to these last three days of 

riding, just like my brutalized drive-train, shredded front tire, now quickly fading rear tire, 

legs, and spirits.  Fingers crossed, eh? 

 Yesterday was quite an obstacle, as I said, with the 60 km of gale-force winds in 

our faces followed by the long awaited turn east that took us into the northern Appalachi-

ans, a 4 mile climb, and eventually, torrential rain.  It was nightmarish, but we overcame, 

debatably, and are now preparing for two long, long days.  Good gracious.  I hope every-

thing holds up.  We are so close.  So close!  3 days!  Home!”  
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THE  

FINAL STRETCH 
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D a y   37      D I S A S T E R !  
Pohogenamekee, QB, to Grand Falls, New Brunswick 

Distance:  75 miles ( 122 km) 

Where we slept: Motel in Grand Falls (sponsored by the Haneys) 

The next morning we made our way east again, this time 

with the Quebec border within striking distance...A valu-

able mental victory. After several hours in the saddle and, strangely 

enough, a head wind, we made it to the border of New Brunswick. We 

were finally into our last province, and we only had two more days of riding 

after that. It felt like finishing. We sat down just across the border for 

some PB and J’s and spent some time reflecting, but mostly pretending 

that Quebec didn’t exist. It was great 

to feel optimistic again, and great to 

be smiling. We soldiered on, putting as 

much space between us and Quebec 

as we could. We came through Edmon-

ton, a big checkpoint on the day, and stopped for some beverages and dis-

tance calculating. It looked like just 60 miles to go on the day, and then 

we had a fairly long day the next day, followed by an easy victory ride into 

the Bay of Fundy. We got back on the road full of excitement.  

 

Then the unthinkable happened. At mile 74, Eric’s chain snapped. It was 

one of the worst mechanical issues we could’ve been confronted with. 

Once it broke, we were left with very few options. We either needed to find 

a shop and put in a new chain pin, or Eric was going to have to replace the 

chain and the gears on the back wheel (when you ride on drivetrain for a 

long time, the chain stretches and wears the gears on the back wheel, so 

putting on a new chain would’ve made for some really awful riding).  

JASON’S JOURNAL 

“There is a list of 15 or 20 mechanicals that CANNOT happen, and a broken chain is on 

that list.”  

B L O G 

ERIC’S JOURNAL 

“I am gonna have to walk away from 
this before it is finished. Sigh.” 
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Either way, we needed a shop and a way to get to one. It was 5:30 pm. We 

used my phone to look up bike shops in the area and called a few, but they 

were all closed. 

 

We tried hitchhiking to the nearest town with a shop, but it wasn’t working 

at all. We ended up having to get a cab to Grand Falls, short of our day’s 

goal, and without making any progress or having any guarantee of success. 

 

In the morning we learned that the shop did not have a chain pin, which of 

course is crazy, but true, so we looked to be in for a very interesting two 

days. After hours of intense logistical work, attempted hitchhiking, reluctant 

taxi and bus rides, we made it to the closest town that had a legitimate bike 

shop: St. John, which happened to also be our final destination on the Bay 

of Fundy. So, we were unable to complete the last 180 or so miles of the trip 

on our own. This was a very, very difficult pill to swallow, after working for 37 

days through storms and sickness to stay on schedule for a successful arri-

val on the east coast. 

 

But strangers, yet again, saved our spirits. On the bus ride into St. John, a 

woman overheard us calling hotels looking for vacancies and explaining our 

project, and she offered to host us for the night. Such hospitality is abso-

lutely incredible, and really humbling - I honestly can't say that I would walk 

up to two smelly strangers and offer them my home for the night. And so we 

spent a wonderful night with Patti, in her wonderful house downtown, eating 

supper and dessert with her and sharing travel stories. 

 

 

JASON’S JOURNAL 

“The cab ride sucked.  120 km/hr with no effort.  Preposterous.  Horrifying.  Ugly.  The 

weather report says storms and headwind will be the order of the day tomorrow, but 

hopefully they‟ll make an error in our favor.  Almost there, but still so far to go, and per-

haps our greatest obstacles still to come.  Sleep time.  I hope my legs show up for work 

tomorrow.  Little losses hurt big.  Sleep it off, Jason.  Rise tomorrow, willing to fight.”  
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We awoke the next morning well rested and well fed, but so sad to accept 

the abrupt end to our ride. Eric managed to use his chainless bike as a 

scooter, and we did have a chance to wheel around downtown St. John as 

we were rushing to recollect our bike boxes and gather our bus tickets and 

plane confirmations to get started on the next part of our journey -  

The trip Home. 

JASON’S JOURNAL 

“Oh, what might have been.  This is one of the most thorough disappointments I‟ve ever 

been granted the privilege of experiencing.  My armor has been reinforced like I wouldn‟t 

have believed.  Canada needs conquering.  I hate that optimism is worthless here.  Helpful, 

but worthless.  Only fortune gets you from one end to the other without fail, and that is a 

scary currency to trade with.  In truth, experience was the ultimate success here.” 
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Ladies and gentlemen, friends, family, followers of our 

adventure, we are home, finished, and resting.  

 

It was a long journey, and I wish 

that I were better equipped at this 

hour to offer insights and lessons 

learned in such a manner so as to 

tie off loose ends and rationalize 

all that has impacted us since we 

began, but such trips and experi-

ences require more time to sink 

in, and more time to make sense, 

and so I am left to merely tell the 

story of the last few days and 

hope that sometime soon I will 

fully grasp how I have changed 

and what I have seen.  

 

And here we are. Home again, unpacked, showered, rested and now rest-

less all over again. It's difficult to find a moment to sit down and really un-

derstand what such a defeat among so many little victories really means 

to us, and it looks like we won't have much time to consider it in the com-

ing days either.  

 

Eric is all set to head to Indo-

nesia tomorrow to begin 10 

months of English teaching at 

a school in Sumatra, and I 

have some big races to get 

ready for - I suppose the 

wheels were never meant to 

stop turning. 

B L O G 
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3,720 miles in 37 days.  

6,026 km.  So our trip is over, and we are happy despite the unexpected 

ending. We have taken solace in reminding ourselves of what we originally 

set out to do. The goal was, and still is, just to embrace the changes we in-

evitably make to our lives and to the lives of others; to seize a summer and 

make it count. The point was to change, not so much to finish, fix, or com-

plete anything. And change we did, both ourselves and a little part of the 

world, and maybe a few children's lives. The work isn't done, though our 

work on the bike may be - at least for a little while. 

 

To all of you reading: we can't thank you enough for every-

thing. 

      Bon Voyage, 

        Jason and Eric 
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patrick said...  

 

Ken Tomilson, Vancouver said...  

 

 

Emily said...  

 

Congratulations Eric and Jason! Your difficulty at the end is far outweighed 

by what you've done, both in personal terms and to make the world better. 

Cheers from Sewanee! 

 

Patrick Dean 

Wonderful work guys. Glad you made it to NB and that you had no serious 

mechanical problems before that. 

yea!!! you finished!  

you guys are GREAT! 

don't forget that. 

http://www.blogger.com/profile/10744270606650157186
http://www.blogger.com/profile/09974431785444528924
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The journey brings up feelings that now, upon 

experiencing them again, feel so very foreign.  So 

removed.  Maybe its just me that’s removed.  I 

don’t know.  All I know is only that I don’t know.  I can’t make sense of 

what the trip meant to me, and what it meant to others remains a mys-

tery of equal measure.  I still haven’t been to Guatemala to see what 

our work turned into, though the people of the village of Chacaya did 

send Eric and me some beautiful carvings in thanks.  Hand carved, 

wooden reliefs of their home, bordered in kind words and, in the round, 

two hands grasping a massive No. 2 pencil planted into the banks of 

the volcanic crater lake, Lake Atitlan, on which Chacaya sits, with light 

emanating from the eraser.  They’re wonderful pieces, and for me, a 

steady reminder of all that remains undone. 

 When I look at it today, I can only see beyond it.  I remember 

with a pang of guilt the night in Dryden, and the fire I felt.  The drive to 

do good.  To live a life of substance.  What felt like an earthquake in my 

heart is now a tremor, hidden beneath layers, miles under the surface, 

that I can hear only when I’m able to slow my thoughts in the quiet of 

the night and call it up from the depths.  My failure in that regard has 

been my great shame, along with an unshakable longing for peanut 

M&M’s, though the tremor hurts a little more. 

 But this particular project, exploring all that Eric and I did that 

summer, has also brought out feelings that are altogether new, and all 

of them firmly rooted a sense of hope.  I’ve realized in profound meas-

ure just how thankful I am. 

 I’m so thankful for everyone we met.  Everyone who took us in, 

or offered a helping hand, or simply had the courage to smile and talk 

with two strangers who arrived sweating in spandex.  I’m incredibly 

grateful to the people who believed as we did, who gave selflessly to 

help us accomplish what we set out to do.  And to our families, who 

held back their words of worry and reason while we set off into the wild 

north to seek whatever adventure awaited. 

 I’m thankful for David LaMotte, his wife, and their passionate 

dismissal of the all too common notion that one person is to insignifi-

cant to change the world.  He inspired us into a project, and we be-

came new people, better people, for it.  David’s music, and their non-

profit’s work are still a great source of comfort for me in an often   

f r o m  J A S O N 
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confusing world.  Beacons of light. 

 

I’m thankful for the ways Eric and I grew, as individuals and as 

friends.  We arrived in Canada together, vastly different than the two 

best friends who strolled the halls of our high school together, and even 

though it took a mild breakdown and the friction of our divergent life-

styles to see it, I was given the rare opportunity to get to know someone 

who had already been so influential in my life all over again.  I like to 

think that we came away from Canada with a bond stronger than ever. 

 And I’m thankful for a truth that resonates within me now, espe-

cially when I’m disappointed in myself for having not started whatever 

project comes next.  That I am still breathing.  That I am still young.  

That tomorrow is an opportunity to inspire, learn, build, and change.  I 

cannot fail - we cannot fail - so long as the rising sun crawls mercifully 

into the eastern sky.  So long as we have another chance to do this 

right.  Success or failure will be measured in the end, and the end can-

not be written while you and I still have life left within us.  So I chal-

lenge you, and myself, to take up arms against whatever wrong we see.  

Let’s be strong for the weak.  Let’s have hope for the lost.  Let’s believe 

for all who’ve lost faith.  Let’s love those who’ve lost heart.  Let’s change 

the world. 

      - J  Nov. 2009 
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Crossing into Quebec by ferry. 
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And so my friend. 

With the setting of the sun 

Our adventure lives in ink 

As our courses have been run, 

And now will come a year 

Between you here and who you'll be 

When next we join our strengths 

To fix the broken world we see. 

But a year is only time 

And, although we must grow old, 

That time will bring us change and fuel 

The fire in our souls. 

I expect you to build castles 

To defend the hearts in need, 

And with prudence wield the power 

Sewn in the words you speak. 

I can‟t wait to hear the tales 

Of the worlds and the folks you‟ll see, 

And all the while, till next we meet, 

Your brother I will be.   

 

This is no experiment.   

This is experience, and there is no room for error.   

I love you my friend,  

so here’s to a great adventure. 

          — Jason 
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“I‟ve got a lot of dreams for a better world 

I‟ve got a lot of work to do if I‟m gonna make them mine.” 

      - David LaMotte, ―Hope‖ 


